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SUMMARY
This report summarizes the findings of a three-year study by the Center for National
Security Studies (CNSS) that evaluated the long-term (thirty-year) future of nuclear
weapons. The Future of Nuclear Weapons (FNW) Study sought (a) to identify and
analyze the key long-term political, military, and techrlical trends that will influence the
future of nuclear weapons in order(b) to provide a basis for analyzing the impact of these
trends on future Department of Energy/Los Alamos programs and activities.
The FNW Study was not intended to predict which specific nuclear weapons systems
that the United States will deploy in the year 2020. The FNW Study was instead designed
to develop insights rather than specific and detailed conclusions about the future of
nuclear weapons. These insights are offered to challenge the reader and identify the
appropriate issues for further consideration, and not to predict that a particular future
nuclear course is preordained.
The political-strategic insights derived from the study suggest the following:
. The structure of international politics will no longer be dominated by U.S.-Soviet
competition, although that competition will likely remain an important factor. The
international system will become more complex and will be characterized by the
relative increase in power of today’s second-and third-tier states. There will be many
regional instabilities, which are likely to be complicated by the diffusion of
comparatively high-technology military capabilities.
. A major part of the changes that can be expected in the international environment
stems from potential shifts in Soviet goals and policies. There are g]eat uncertainties
about the ultimate course and effect that Gorbachev’s (and his successors’) reforms
might take. In all probability, the Soviets will be relatively less ab!e to compete
economically over the next thirty years and may well pose less of a global military
threat to Western security. Nevertheless, the relative decline in Soviet power might
be offset, and new opportunities for Soviet expansion may emerge, if there is disorder
in the international system (e.g., caused by economic nationalism or the weakening
of the U.S. alliance structure).
. The character of the U.S. alliance system can be expected to evolve significantly over
the next thirty years, to account for alterations in the relative power of nations.
emerging allied interests, and altered threat perceptions. In many or even all cases,
for example, U.S. alliances may no longer have containment of the Soviet Union as
their primary rationale.

If current trends continue. arms control wili become a progressively more important
mechanism for the regulation of military iorce structures-and political relationships+f all kinds. On the other hand, it is arguable that the pace and importance of
arri;s control may be reduced if East-Wes[ relations improve to the point at which the
military competition is no longer the central issue between the blocs or if the
complexity of negotiations beyond the Strategic Arms Reducticn Talks (START;
and Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) imposes an effective barrier to further
progress.
. Decisions to modernize nuclear weapons will likely be even more complicated in the
future by public concerns about economics, stability, safety, and environmental
security.
●

Among the most important military-technical insights gained from the study are the
following:
. There does not seem to be any single, well-defined “technology imperative” that
will dominate nuclear force structures and applications over the next thirty years.
Rather, those structures and applications will be determined by (a) political considerations (the roles assigned to nuclear weapons and other miIitary forces by the
national leadership) and (b) how the various military technologies are integrated and
employed.
. The most important advances in military technology will likely take place in “information systems” (sensors, computers, communications). Other potential developments of note include new nonnuclear destructive concepts (e.g., directed-energy
weapons). stealth technologies, and advanced delivery systems. The most potentially significant developments in nuclear weapons technology itself involve directed-energy and tailored output concepts.
. Over the near and mid-term, attacks against the other side’s nuclear capability should
become technically less attractive if both sides make reasonable improvements in
weapon and Cl survivability. If this trend continues, the ballistic missiIe-nucIear
weapons combination will cease to dominate the “strategic” environment as it has
for the past several decades. Over the long term, however, new technologies could
be applied in a variety of ways to (a) restore offensive countemuclear potential, (b)
develop defensive countemuclear potential, and (c) improve counter-general purpose force targeting capabilities.
● The incorporation of advanced information techn~logies into future weapons systems will make the future battlefield more transparent and more lethal. Conceivably,
some. if not all, military roles that have previously been assigned to nuclear weapons
can be allotted to conventional systems. Theater/tactical nuclear weapons will
continue to have an irreplaceable political and psychological value for deterrence,
but over time they may become less and less integrated into U.S. military plans and
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operations. As a result, theater/tactical nuclear weapons will have to “compete”
with conventional weapons in a way that they have not done before.
The FNW Study reached four conclusions about how nuclear roles and requirements
might change over the long term.

First,thereare ma.rimumand minimumboundsthat wccanfairly conjidentlyplaccon
the roles and requirements of nuclear weapons over the next thirty years. Nuclear
weapons will not disappear: there will be no complete political solution (i.e., no
disarmament, no formation of world government), and there will be no complete
technical solution (i.e., no perfect defenses, no invention that transcends nuclear
weapons). By the same token, with respect to possible new roles and requirements, the
United States will not come to regard nuc!ear systems as “just another weapon.”
This first conclusion Ieft the FNW Study with the judgment that over the next thirty
years the United States will maintain a nuclear stockpile that is quantitatively and
qualitatively “sufficient”- not just in terms of the severity of the U.S.-Soviet competition but in the context of an increasingly multi-power world in which a number of
nations, friendIy and hostile, possess nuclear systems and other weapons of mass
destruction.

Thesecond conclusionis that, ~ithin this hasic context,there is u highprohahility the
United States will attempt to reduce its political and military reliance on nuclear
weupons. here are especially strong political-strategic trends that suggest this shift,
most notably the evolution of the international system, pressures for change in the U.S.
alliances. perceptions of a reduced Soviet threat, increased international interest in
ensuring stability, and the limits of public support for more ambitious deterrent policies.
The United States would he more inclined to stress the role of nuclear weapons in
deterring uar between major states and especially in deterring the use or threatened use
of weapons of mass destruction. The United States would be less inclined to place
nuclear weapons at the center of its overall national security policy and military strategy.
The United Statc~ would either abandon or greatly qualify the current policy of extending
a nuclear guarantee to its allies. Nuclear weaporis, it should nevertheless be stressed,
would continue to play an important role in U.S. national security policy. One of the most
important roles would be that of a “hedge” against sudden, adverse shifts in the political
or military balance.

Third,thetrendspointing in thedirectionofa lessambitiou.<
(ietet-).entp{)lio’,
although
strongly ei’identat present, cannot he consideredinek’itable.The UnitedStutes has the
option to exploit new’weapons technologiesund neti’operationalloncepts in order to
provide the United States with enhanced militctr>’-te(}lt~i(’al
ie\*era,qe. In the most
probable case, this option would involve the exploitation of strategic defenses and 1ongrange conventional systems, as well as advanced nuclear technologies. Such a more
demanding deterrence policy would most likely be adopted as a response to a clearly
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increased threat over the lorr~ tem~, and this policy is unlikely to be pursued in the near
and intermediate tem:~.
Finull>*,despite [he prohubilitv tlwt unv major shft in U.S. tuuiear polic-v will be

e~wlutionuryruther thm revolutionary in chorac”ter,it is impossible to r[(leout the
possibilit~’ Ihu( significant di.continuities might oc(I(I ,. .er the near and intet-mediat(’
ferms. The case for an evolutionary development in nuclear roles and requirements rests
on the fact that the institutions and hardware that currently characterize the L“nitetiStates
nuclear force structure will remain intact for some time and on the fact that the Soviet
Union will continue to be a major political-military threat for the foreseeable future.
Nevertheless, there are circumstances that might cause a more rapid and radical shift
in the American and allied view of nuclear weapons: for example, a serious nuclear
accident or use by a “third party;” the collapse or dramatic resurgence of the Soviet state;
or a fundamental change in the political climate of key American allies. The recent
events in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union have heightened the prospect that the
future of nuclear weapons may follow a revolutionary rather than evolutionary path. We
also sound a cautionary note over the possibility that, if present trends continue, nuclear
weapons might become excessively “discounted” in the political arena over the short
and intermediate terms, well in advance of any corresponding decline in their strategic
or military value.

PREFACE
This report summarizesthe findingsof a three-yearstudy by the Center for NationalSecurity
Studies(CNSS)thatevaluatedthe long-term(thirty-year)futureof nuclearweapons. The Future
of Nuclear Weapons (FNW) Study was originally lmdertakenat the request of the Associate
Director for Nuclear WeaponsTechnology at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. He, other
seniormanagersat LosAlamos,and theotherweaponslaboratoriesandtheirsponsoringagencies
bear the responsibilityto plan this nation’s nuclear weapons program within a national policy
frameworkand to developthe scienceand technologybasethatwillbe usedto meetrequirements
for future ‘~eapons. The views expressed herein are an at[emptto capture some of the insights
gained du:ing the FNW Study in order to assist these decision-makers. They do not necessarily
represent the views of the managementof the Los Alamos National Laboratory,its sponsoring
agencies, m the study participants.
The FNW Study consistedof two major phases. The first phase involveda series of meetings
organized by the Washington Defense Research Group. These meetings systematically
investigateda plausiblerangeof future internationalenvironmentsand U.S. securitypolicies,to
identifyat leastthegeneralshapeandcharacterof futurenuclearweaponsrolesandrequirements.
The FNW first phase activities were directed by Steven A. Maaranenand William G. Davey.
The seccnd phase of the FNW Study focusedon identifyingand analyzingthe key factorsthat
will influencethe U.S. nuclear weapons program over the next thirty years. To examine these
key political, military, and technical factors, the Center commissioned fifteen paWIS ilum a
varietyof Los Alamosand externalexperts. A numberof thesepaperswere presentedat aCNSS
conference in June 1988. The proceedingsof the conferenceare summarizedin The Future of
Nuclear Weapons: TheNex~Threef)ecadesby PatrickJ. Garrity, RobertE. Pendley,and Robert
W. Selden,CNSS Paper No. 16,LA-11399-MS(Los Alamos,New Mexico:(k-tterforNatinnal
Security Studies, Los Alamos National Laboratory,July 1988).
CNSS acknowledgesthe following individuals for their assistance during the FNW Study:
Stephen Cambone,John Gaddis, DanielGoure, Craig W. Hartsell,Joseph Howard, Fredric M.
Leykam, Larry Madsen, Carolyn Mangeng, Edward Palanek, Demy Roeder, John Ruggie,
Joachim E. Scholz, Leon S1OSS,
and Peter A. Wilson. CNSS participants in the FNW Study
includedWilliamDavey,PatrickGarrity, C. MiltonGillespie,John Hopkins,Steven Maaranen,
Robert PendIey,Robert Seklen, John Weltman, and Paul White.
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The Future of Nuclear Weapons:
Final Study Report
PatrickJ. Garrity

L INTRODUCTION
TheCNSSFutureof NuclearWeapons(FNW)
Study was intended to survey the possible
thirty-year evolution of the roles of and requirements for U.S. nuclear systems. The
study sought(a) to identifyand analyzethe key
long-tennpolitical,military,andtechnicaltrends
that will influence the future of nuclear weapons in order(b) to providea basis for analyzing
the impact of these trends on future Department of Energy/Los Alamos programs and
activities. The FNW Study was not intendedto
predict which specific nuclear weapons systems that the United States will deploy in the
year 2020.
To deduce significant long-term trends, the
FNW Study identified and explored a number
of major factors. or ‘“drivers,”that might have
a major impact on the future of nuclear weapons. These drivers inclu&d
●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

the prospectsfor advancedcommand,control. communications, and intelligence
syst:ms
the future of nonnuclear weapons technologies.

For the purposes of this report, the major
(and alternative)trends that emerged from this
analysis are divided into two general categories: political-strategictrends. which indicate
broad issues such as the nature of the internationalenvironment and national objectives;
and military-technical trends, which are concerned with more narrow subjects.such as how
nations structure and plan to use their armed
forces. These trends are discussed in Sections
11and 111.
Section IV considers the implications of
these trends for future nuclear roles and requirements. Although a continuation of
“business as usual” is conceivable. the study
suggests that a significant change in nuclear
the evolution of the Soviet political and rcdesandrequirementsismoreplausible.Sec~ion
V suggests the major issues that the nation and
military threat
the future global security environment, the nuclear weapons community will face if
there is any significant shift in those roles and
with a focus on Europe and East Asia
requirements over the next thirty years.
U.S. alliance commitments
We should note that the FNW Study was
prospects for arms control
the proliferation of nuclear weapons and conductedbeforetheremarkabledevelopments
that haveoccurredover the past severalmonths
advanced militaty systems
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
the impact of public opinion
Nevertheless, we have not substantially reU.S. nuclear doctrinal alternatives
vised
the text of this repoti, on the grounds that
the perspectives of the military services
our analysis already in principle accounted for
the evolution of miJitary operations
these developments-and because the longfuture nuclear weapons technology
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term outcome will not be known with certainty
for some time.
If present trends continue. however. the
familiar contours of the post-World War II era
could be reshapedfarmore rapidlythan anyone
had hitherto anticipated. Soviet troops could
be largely. or even completely, withdrawn
from Eastern Europe. aild the nations of that
region could enjoy a considerable degree of
political self-detenninatiom The two Getman
states seem well on the way to formal reunification. The characters of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Warsaw
Pact will & significantlytransformed.and one
or both of these alliances could disappear entirely. Reductions in the nuclear and conventionalforces of both sides couldbe accelerated,
possibly even transcending the formal arms
control negotiating process.
The future of nuclear weapons will be profoundly affected by whether. and on what time
scale. these changes actually take place. In
particular.thereare vast uncertaintiesaboutthe
security concepts and institutions that might
replace those that have dominated intematiorml relations over the past several decades
and aboutthe rolethe UnitedStatesmaychoose
to play in the emerging strategic environment.
This report is therefore designed to develop
insights rather than specific and detailed conclusions about the future. These insights are
offered to challenge the reader and identify the
appropriate issues for further consideration,
and not to assefl [hat any particular course is
preordained.
H. THE FUTURE POLITIC.4L-STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT
This section reviews the traditionalpoliticalstrategic rolus ihat the United States has assigned to its nuclear weaponsand identifiesthe
most importantfactorsthatmay influencethose
roles during the next three decades. The FNW
Study suggests that the evolution of the political-strategicenvironmentthroughtheyear2020
will probably lead to a fundamentalchange in
the way the United States now views nuclear
weapons and nuclear deterrence.

A. TraditionalU.S. Political-StrategicRoles
for Nuclear Weapons
For the past forty-odd }ears, the United
States has :;oughtto ensure American national
security through the creation of a prosperous,
stable,andpluralisticinternationalsystem. The
central obstacle to this objective in the eyes of
American policymakers has been the threat
posed by Soviet expansionism; that is, the
danger that the Soviet Union would use political coercion or military aggression in an effort
to construct a world order dominated by the
USSR. In short, the Soviet Union aspired to
become the global “manager” of international
security. whereby no decision of consequence
could be taken without Soviet consent. The
United States has therefore attempted to contain Soviet expansion in order to buy time for
the emergence of a stable internationalregime
and for the eventual mellowing of Soviet strategic ambitions.
Over the past forty years, American officials
have used the U.S. possessionof nuclearweapons as an active means for shaping the international environment, and the U.S.-Soviet competition within that environment, in a manner
that favors the long-term objectives of the
United States and its allies. The United States
has therefore adopted a policy of what this
paper refers to as “active deterrence.’” (The
current version of this policy is generally referred to as “flexible response.”) By active
deterrence, we mean that the United States
expects nuclear weapons to provide it with
positive politic~l and military leverage over
friends, enemies. and neutral states in peacetime. during crises, and even in war. and not
just to dissuade the Soviet Union from taking
extreme actions (i.e.. goi~g to war).
To be sure, the United States has relied upon
nuclear weapons first and foremost to deter
war: the threat of nuclear escalation makes
resort to major warfare so costly—and its outcome so unpredictable—thatmilitary aggression should in principle cease to be a viable
instrumentof Sovietpolicy. The United States
seeksto deter not only the Sovietuse of nuc!ear
weapons but the employment of any kind of
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Soviet military power against American allies
and overseas ir[erests.
But in addi[ion to deterring war. nu~l~iir
weapons have been [hought to constitute essential “strategic Icvcrqy”’ for the L!ni[cd
States in the peacetime (and crisis-time) competition wi[h the Soviel Union. That is to say.
Amcricimnucletirweapons are intended to do
more than simply deter all-out war, however
important this might be. Long-range nuclear
weapons tillow the United Sttitesto tict as if it
were a pw-t of the Eurasian landmass: the
United States can. in principle. interposeitself
s[rakgically ut any point between the cenmdly
located, potentially dominant Soviet bloc and
the apparently weaker states along the Soviet
periphery. The United States—again in principle-can hope to influenceevents at critical
pointsin Eurasia, imespectiveof the stateof the
local military balance or even whether American forces are present on the ground.
U.S. strategic nuclear forces. combined with
theater/tacti-al nuclear forces located on or
near criticai poirltsin Eurasia. have also made
it possibh; for the United Slates to support
politically its global ?Iliance structure. Although the United States could unilaterally
attempt to deter Soviet expansion by interposing its strategic forces between the Soviet bloc
and its neighboring states. the United States
has chosen to address the Soviet threat largely
in the context of a political-military alliance
structure. The Umted States has traditionally
offered an implicit or explicit nuclear guarantee to friendly nations as part of its alliance
commitments. The American “extended deterrence” guarantee is also intended to discourage nuclear proliferation by those nations
that might otherwise desire nuclear forces to
preserveor advancetheirown regionalsecurity
interes:s.
In addition to deterrence of Soviet aggression, the extended deterrent guarantee must
offer ●
’reassurance”to allies that their respective national interests are protected by participation in the U.S.-led coalition—to reassure
them that their securityand survivalwill not be
jeopardized by rash and aggressive U.S. policies or actions or by U.S. abandonment in the

faceof Sovietattemptstitpolitictilln[imidtilion
und coercion.
Nuclear weapons haw Ot-t-ered
a LxMI-e!!ec
(ive way for the United States [o deter wtir.
exercise pexelimc/crisis-tinw intlumx, dnd
support its alIi~nce structure. Reliance upoII
nuclear weapons i.isthe !oundutionof American nalional security policy means that the
United States does not have to deploy or have
in reserve the enormous conventional forces
that would he necessary to defeat the Soviet
Unionon the ground in Eurasia—an undertaking that might ruin the American economy.
Nor does a nucletir-orientedpolicy require the
UnitedStatesto negotiateforwardbasingrights
in all areas of potential combat, develop a
massive logistical infrastructure in every key
overseas region, or create the domestic manufacturing capability to support an extended
conventional war.
Finally. in the event deterrence fails, the
United States has conceived of using nuclear
forces in a strategically meaningful fashion to
preserve vital American interests. Within the
context of U.S. strategy, the role for nuclear
strategic forces is to alter favorably the politictil-military situation existing at the time of
their use. The objectiveof nuclear use is not to
defeatordeswoy anenemy’s military forces for
the purpose of invading and occupying his
territory, although nuclear employment could
havedecisive militaryeffects. The U.S. strategic objective is rather to bring about the termination of a conflict under terms acceptable to
ourselves and our allies. at the lowest level of
violence practicable.
It is important to note that the American
policy of active nuclear detenence has never
been absolute. that nuclear wtapons do not
represent the deus e.trna(hitluof U.S. national
security. The UnitedSti.ttesha:inever regarded
nuclear weapons as just another instrument of
war and statecraft, despite rhetoric to the contrary in the 1950s. The United States has not
employed nuclear weapons against third parties (e.g., in Korea or Vietnam) during wartime, preferring insteadto accept and support a
tradition of “nuclear nonuse.” Finally, the
UnitedStateshas come to placegreat emphasis
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on the concept (it”u llUclc;ir/con\’cnll(lrliil !“ircbreak: bccuu:w(d’the cnornwus destruction
[hatcould uccomptinyc~cn Iimited nuuletiruse
and the risks O!uncontrollable escalation, the
Uni(ed StiiltS is prep; trc(i,and inked prefers,
[o wugc ;I major Eust-Wesl war without [he
immedia[e resort to nuclear weapons. (The
Uni[cdStates does no[now tissumethat Itcould
necessarily terminatesuch iiwar withouteventual nuclew escalation. however.) These limitations on !tie ro!e of nuclear weapons have
meant that more traditional. conventional instruments of military power have retained
considerable importance in the nuclear age.
Especiidly over the past three dectides,
American policymakers have begun to introduce a new conceptual element that pkices
limits on U.S. active nucleiirpolicy: stability.
There are three aspects of stability that are
commonly cited:
●

●

●

Strategic (first-strike) stability: a strategic situation in which neither side can
expect to derive decisive, tnat is, warwinning. political and military advantages
from the use of nuclear weapons. Strategic
stability is generally taken to mean that
neither the United States nor the Soviet
Union could, by executing a surprise nuclear attack. destroy a sufficient amount of
the opponent’s retaliatory (second-strike)
capability to limit damage to acceptable
I:vels.
Crisis stability: a strategic situation in
which [he respective nuclear forces and
operational postures do not create a premium for either side to strike first during a
crisis in order to improve relative position
or outcome, even if such a strike could not
guarantee that the war would be won.
Under a crisis-stable environment. neither
the United States nor the Soviet Union
would feel undue pressure to “use or lose”
its strategic forces,especially if one or both
sides was u~certain about the other’s military intentions during a crisis.
Arms race stability: a strategic situation
in which there is no incentive to increase
the quantity or improve the quality of
strategic forces in order to achieve a major

ptJlitic;il/n~ilita~tidvantage. Arms race
statii lit y henefits t“romd degree of’military

[riinspurencyand predictability concerningthe adversar) force structure and
stratc::y, Bccuiusemilituryplannerstend to
b~lsetheir cu]cuhuions on worst-case assumptions.anysignificantuncertaintyabout
an opponent future plans will generate
iwrnsrace Fressures and concurrent political tensions.
The United S[ittesbecame concerned about
stability in part because of fears that the characters of Soviet and American nuclear force
structures and their means of operation might
increase the likelihood of war caused by accident, technical pressure, or political miscalculation. Perhaps more importantly, American
officials have become convinced that
U.S.-Sovietrelationshave improvedto the
point where :mrestricted development of
nuclear weapons is seen to be neither necessary nor prudent;
the Sovietssharea mutualinterestin avoiding war by accident, miscalculation, and
technical pressures;
thecommonSoviet-Americanconcernover
technical instabilities in the nuclear balance might be broadened into a common
concern over political instability,which is
in fact the most likely cause of war; and
the deployment of “stable” nuclear systems is much easier to defend to public
opinion and allied governments than that
of “destabilizing” systems.
To avoid or alleviate any potential instabilities, the United States has been willing to
accept some military-technical constraints on
thenumberandcapabilitiesof itsnuclearforces.
Such constraintsraise clear questionsabout the
futuredirectionofU.S.nucleardeterrencepolicy.
Thereareclearlytensions,ifnotoutrightcontradictions, between the military-technical requirements of active deterrence and the political desire to stabilize the East-West competition and maintain domestic and alliance consensus. The future political-strategic roles of
nuclear weapons will therefore be determined
in large part by how the United States decides
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to resolve [his kmsion between nuclear utility
imd stability.
The FNW Study identitled several politiculstrategic issues that will be crucial for the
Uniled States as it formulatesits nucletirpolicy
and force structureover [henext three decades.
The most important single issue appears to bc
the evolving structure of intcmatiomdpolitics,
which inchldes the serious prospect of a quiditative change in the Soviet threat. The direction of public opinion in Western societiesimd
the increasing importance that w-m control
may play in the regulation of military force
structures of all kinds idso represent key factors. These critical issuesarc discussed below.
B. The Evolutionof the InternationalEnvironment
The most important trend identified by the
FNW Study tha! will affect (he Iong-tenrt future of nuclearweaponsis thechangingcharacterof the internationalenvironment. This trend
has three significant and related components:
the rise rf new economic, political, and possibly military powers; the evolutionof the Soviet
strategicthreat;and a change incharacterof the
U.S. alliance system. These components will
be explored in turn.
1. Diffusion of Power
For the past forty years, the structure of
int :mationalrelationshas been dominatedby a
bipolar pattern of political-strategic competition between the United States and the Soviet
IJnion. The Soviet-Americanconflict became
bipolar for three critical reasons:
The United States emerged from World
War 11as the world’s dominant political
and economic power while the USSR
emerged as the dominant military power
on the Eurasian continent.
The two nations had fundamentallydifferent conceptions about their respective
security interests and the proper nature of
the post-Wor!d War 11security order. The
United States soughtto foster a pluralistic,
liberal economic and social international

●

systemthutcvcmuuliywould incorporateu
me!lowcd Soviet Union ml transcend the
bipolar conflict [hut emerged after 1945.
The Soviet Union at various times seemed
to prefer (ti) a global condominium between (he two superpowers based on explici[ delineations of spheres o!”influence
and (b) effective comrol of the in[ematiomd security environment in which the
So\iets would possess a “’veto” over
emerging threats to Soviet security.
TheothermajorEuropeanandAsianpowers
were too weak to create stable regional
systems thtit were independent of the two
superpowers, much less offer an alternativevision of international security.

Over thenextthreedecades,the international
system is likely to be marked by a continuing
evolution of the international system away
from the bipolar pattern of political-strategic
conflict between the United S!ates and the
Soviet Union. It is most important to emphasize that the transition of the international
system away from bipolarity has actually been
taking place since the late 1940s. This transition toward a different intematiorvd system
will probably continue to be gradual and uneven; hcwever, M recent events witness, it is
not possible to rule out more rapid and unpredictable changes. The dynamic of the U.S.Soviet conflict is too powerful and deeply
ingrained to disappear ovenlight, but thirty
years is a sufficientlylong time for that conflict
to be resolved or superseded. (This is intended
to be an observation, not a prediction.) With
these points in mind, the FNW Study was able
to identify several probable characteristics of
the emerging security environment.
A “Mdtipower” international System.
The United States and the Soviet Union, once
the two dominant geopolitical centers, will
continue to decline in power relative to other
rising states. The emerging international system is not likely to become “multipolar” in the
nineteenth-centurysense, where five European
powers were considered to be of the first geopolitical rank. The internationalsystem of the
early twenty-first century might more appropriately be characterized as “multipower” or
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“’multidimensional,”wherein the major states
interactand compete on more equal terms over
an increasing range of issues. There will
continue to be important disparities among
nations in terms of technological, political,
economic.and militarystrength,however. The
United States is still likely to t the most
powerful nation measured by any of these
criteria and is likely to be the only nation with
a first-ranking across all these determinants of
national power.
The tendency toward a breakdown of bipolarityhas been greatly acceleratedby the recent
political changes in Eastern Europe, which
greatly weakens the traditional Soviet alliance
system. If the USSR substantially withdraws
from Eastern Europe, the position and role of
the United States in Western Europe must also
surely change-and possibly even end. The
separation of the two gieat peripheral powers
from the center of E~rope will allow (or force)
a considerable rearrangement of power among
the other European powers. The most important aspect of this rearrangement will be the
issue of a reunited Germany.
A Complex Security Environment. Although the Soviet-,4mericix security competition will probably persist over this period, the
UnitedStatesis likelyto placerelativelygreater
emphasis on other threats to its national security. The United States and the other major
powers are becoming increasinglyaware of the
need to maintain security through their general
economic and technological competitiveness.
They can be expected to face serious environmental and health problems throughout the
twenty-first century. New issues such as the
global warming trend or AIDS may expand the
politicalagendas of many advanced nations, at
the expense of attention to the more militaryonented concerns that marked the post-1945
era.
As the international security environment
becomes more complex and less dominated by
the U.S.-Soviet competition, economic and
trade rivalries that have been at least partially
submerged over the past forty years could
reemerge in the form of political rivalries. At
an extreme, the FNW Study notes the prospect

that the internationaleconomic order might be
broken down or placed under enormous strain
becauseof the formation of hostile,competing
economic blocs. Even if the next thirty years
do not witness widespread trade wars or another great depression, all the major powers
will be engaged continually in the race for
national economic and technological advantage. The FNW Study indicatedthatthe United
States will he steadilyconfrontedby theefforts
of key nationssuch as Germany (era European
entity), Japan, and Ctlillato use their growing
politicaland economic leverageto redefine the
rules of the “post-bipolar” game.
Regional Instabilities. In addition to the
emergingmulti-powerrelationshipsamong the
major nations or groups of nations, certain
smaller states will aspire to play even more
impw-tantroktswithin their respectiveregions.
As the aspirations of these states conic into
conflict, the FNW Study projects a continuing
pattern of politicalunrest and periodic miiitary
conflicts in what we have in the past called the
Third World, and perhaps even in regions such
as Eastern Europethathavebeengeopolitically
stable since the late 1940s. These conflicts
may be characterized by the efforts of competing regional powers to establish local political
and military dominance (as we have recently
witnessed in he Iran-Iraq war); by the use of
comparativelyadvanced military systems; and
quite possibly by the use of chemical, biological, and radiological weapons.
The Shadow of New Military Powers. The
current second-tier powers (Japan, China,
Germany/Europe, and perhaps others), as they
grow in economic and political strength, must
decidewhethertheywishtotranslatethatstrength
into enhanced military capability. The FNW
Study concluded that, in the most likely case,
none of the major non-Soviet nations that are
capableofcreatinganindependent,superpowerquality military force, will do so over the next
thirty years.
Nevertheless,theprospectof such a development will continue to represent an important
factor in international politics, as nations that
might feel threatenedby such adevelopment—
or simplyby thepoliticalandeconomicstrength

of the rising states—look for reassurance or a
hedge against the X power. In addition, the
attractiveness of creating such tin independent
military power by a second-tierstate will grow
if the emerging international system should
break down because of American decoupling
from present U.S. strategic commitments or
because of economic rivalry or uncontrollable
regional conflicts.
What implicationsdo all of these changes in
the intemationat environment portend for the
future of nuclear weapons? Arguably, nuclear
weapons fit very well into the postwar bipolar
order. Indeed, the pattern of bipolarity was
strengthened by the dominant nuclear position
of the two superpowers, which set them apart
from allies, lesser enemies, and neutral states.
Nuclear weapons may lx expected to fit
differently in a more complex, multi-power
internationalenvironment. Most importantly,
the United States will increasinglydesire flexible, “usable” politicai and military instruments that can have leverage in a variety of
situations below the threshold of global military confrontation. The United States has
assumed, since at least the 1960s,that nuclear
weapons did not provide much advantage for
the United States in issues that did not directly
involve American security with respect to the
Soviet threat, Assuming that this view endures, nuclear weapons will continue to provideanecessaryfloorfortheconductofAmerican
policy in a much more diverse international
order, but they will not be viewed as providing
positive political or military leverage under
most circumstances. Given the tremendous
uncertaintiesand complexities in the emerging
internationalenvironment, American national
security policy will likely place the general
politicalconcept of stabilityat the top of its list
of objectives, This emphasis on stability is
likely to hold for nuclear weapons as well.
2. Qualitative Changes in the Soviet Threat
As noted above, the post-World War 11period was dominated by the U.S.-Sovietcompetition, in which each side pursued fundamentally different conceptions about their respec-

tive nationaland interests and about the proper
natureof the internationalsecurity order. Both
sides “employed” nuclear weapons as a critical instrument in their efforts to gain the maximum leverage within that competition and to
aid in their attempts to structure the internationalorder along favorable lines.
Over the past several years, Soviet leaders
have been under strong pressures to change
their approach to national security issues and
nuclear weapons. These pressures include a
growing recognitionthat the foreignpolicy and
military doctrine pursued under the Brezhnev
regimewerebecomingineffective,ifnotcounterproductive; changes in [he Soviet view of the
nature of the international system; and the
ongoin~,broad-basedscientific-technicalrevolution in military affairs. Complicating the
ability of the Soviet leadership to respond to
these pfessures are the condition of the Soviet
economy and changes in the intematioliA
economic order; the weakened state of the
Soviet political system; the disaffection of the
Soviet people with the system; and the decline
in the credibility of the USSR as a political,
economic, or ideological model.
Any Icmg-terrnprojectionof Soviet strategic
goals and policies, especially given tf~eremarkable events of recent years, must necessarily be highly speculative. There is a wide
range of possible outcomes. The following
account attempts to highlight some of what
seem to be the most significanttrends in the
Soviet domestic and international posit;on,
without insisting that any or all of these trends
will inevitably be realized. The FNW Study
did indicatestrongly, however, that the United
States should be prepared for significantqualitative changes in the means and ends of Soviet
policy.
The current reform program of Mikhail
Gorbachev is intended to “give socialism a
second wind” by revitalizingthe Soviet political system, restructuring the Soviet economy,
redefining Soviet national interests, and revising Soviet military doctrine. Gorbachev is
striving to restore the prest.lgeof the Communist party domestically ald the attraction and
influence of the Soviet inodel internationally.
In the short term, Gorbachev’s efforts are fo-

cuwd on acquiring a breiithingspace, pw-ticu
Iarly by means of foreign policy wrd um]s
control initiatives, in order to rclcgitimim [he
Communistparty iitld restorethebtisisof Soviet
nutiorurlpower. To assure Soviei security over
[heItmgtcnn,Gorbuchevand other Sovietlewicrs hute begun to i.wtiuulute[he New Poli[icid
Thinking (NPM), a foreign policy strategy that
involves a reinterpretation of Marxist dogm;i
as well 0s new policy initiatives.
The NPM might be charuc[erized as tin a[tcmp[ to create new opportunities for the exercise of Soviet national power arising from
chan’~esin the international system and from
new opportunities in military technology. The
retonnulatton of the basic definitions of the
SOViet world view mightenable Soviet foreign
policy to be reoriented away from its EastWest focus with its consequent emphasis on
strategic nuclear power and the existence of
competing, militarily oriented coalitions or
blocs such as NATO and the Warsaw Pact.
This reorientation. based on the demilitarization and denuclearizationof internationalpolitics. opens up the possibilities for a range of
new foreign policy ‘initiatives.
At the same time that the Soviet poiilical
Ieade-shiphas been attemptingto come to grips
with ~u~angesin the internationalorder and the
weaknc:;~J the Soviet system, the Soviet
military has been coming to grips with an
expected scientific-technical revolution in
military affairs. In particular, the Soviet military seems to be reconsidering the character of
a possibl~ strategic nuclear war and the prospects for conductingone successfully. Despite
the attainment of strategic parity, the Soviets
may have come to accept the view that continual production of nuclear weapons by itself
now provides no enduring advantages for the
Soviet Union. Consequently,thedecades-long
Sovietdrive to increasenuclear forces, particularly baflistic missiles, may have reached the
point of diminishing returns. To be sure, the
Soviet military will likely remain intent on
maintaining and modernizing a substantial
nuclear capability.
This line of argument suggests that the Soviets may focus increasingly on the exploitation

of nonnuclear technological advances in such
uwi.rsbs rnicroelec[ronicsand computers. energy and power supplies, composite materials,
sensor systems. tind bio-engirwering. Soviet
military analyses focus on the potential for
these tidvanced technologies to UCIM force
multipliers, to [hc point of rivaling the effectivcrwssof nucleirrweupons. In ptirticular.the
iov icts notethe impactof new meansof reconnaissance; the role of computers and artificial
intelligence in surveillance, tracking, and targeting systems; the potentitileffects of tailored
wetiponsto ensure high single-shot kill probabilities; i.tndsystems ciipableof exploiting the
more difficult frontiers of the combat environment, the deep oceans, and outer space.
Soviet views on the character of a future
war—its political context as well as strategic
dimensions—are also changing. Soviet theoristsdisputethe long-heldideathata futurewar
between East and West, whether nuclear or
conventional, would be a decisive conflict for
which the goal would have to be a decisive
victory over the opposing coalition. Moreover, they question the traditional assumption
that such a war would be over swiftly, with
strategicsuccess obtained in the opening hours
or, at the conventionallevel, days. Indeed, the
new view holds that wars, even nuclear wars,
would probably be protracted and might be
foughtto less than decisiveends. Indeed,some
Soviet writers speak of the potential for future
multi-year conventional wars.
The Soviet military has also begun to review
its well-establishedviewson the primacyof the
offense in military operations. Changes in
military technologies, both advanced nonnuclear systems and the evolution of strategic
forces towards enhanced passive protection,
arguably make a nuclear first-strikeorconventional blitzkriegall but impossible. Moreover,
the technologiesassociated with the scientifictechnicalrevolution in military affairs open up
increasing opportunities for defensive operations. Although Soviet military experts have
not abandoned the idea of offensive actions,
their discussions are focused on the counteroffensive following a defensive operation, conveyingan impressionthat the offensive actions
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could be limited in scope rather than directed
towards auainmientof a decisive victory involvingthe totaldefeatof an adversary’sforces
and the destruction of his war-wagingcapability. This view is also in keeping with what
Western experts believe is a strong Soviet
interest in finding ways of exploitir.g their
conventional military power while avoiding
the risks of undesirable escalation.
It is, of course. impossibleto projectwith any
sortofconfidetice there!ativesucces~or failure
of Gorbachev’s policies over the next thirty
years, or the ability of the Sovict$to inlegrate
new technologiesinto theit military forces and
doctrine. The Soviets may well remtiin a
politicaland strategicrival of the United States
and will continueto impro~equalitativelytheir
military forces. Even if the USSR does follow
through and liquidate some of its outstanding
commitments in the ‘-outer empire” (e.g.,
Afghanistan,Angola, Vietnam, and Cuba), the
So\’ietsare unlikely to forego easy opportunities for international advantage.
Because the problems of th: Soviet Union
are soseriousand systemic,however.theUSSR
will in all probability become relatively less
able to compete economically and politically
with other major pwers. This trend is now
evident, and it will continue, whatever Gorbachev’sefforts, forthe nextdecadeor more. It
also suggests [hat an objective decline in the
Soviet political-strategicthreat will occur during that p~,iod. If current trends continue, the
Sovietmilitarypresence in Eastern Europewill
be eliminated, and its political and economic
influence substantially reduced. The USSR
certail ~;m encourage the weakening of the
Amet-kAlstrategicposition;however,theSoviet
Union is unlikelyto have the political-strategic
leverage to elevate itself into a position as
global manager of international security over
the near and intermediate terms. Instead, the
Soviets seem determined to prevent any other
power or group of powers from asserting that
role, whilepreserving(or improving)their own
long-term ability to compete politically, economically, and militarily with the West.
Of course, over the near and intermediate
terms one also cannot rule out the rise of a

highly nationalistic/militaristic Russian leadership that, irrespectiveof the actual weakness
of the Soviet Union. is determined to deal with
growing domestic turmoil through a much
more aggressive international policy. Nevertheless, the Soviet recognition of the failure of
the USSR’s postwar policies predates Gorbachev; this sense of failure apparently runs
very deep in the Soviet establishment.and it is
likely to reinforce the current tendency to play
a less ambitious game in internationalpolitics
w)as to buy time for domestic reform. Alternatively, the Soviets may retain their larger
ambitions, but they will utilize a less militaryo:iented approach than ihat used in the ~ast.
This assessment suggests that the Sovicis
may be forced over the long term. explicitly or
implicitly, to abandon their more ambitious
efforts to restructure the intema[ional system
as a whole. in this event. the L-SSRis likely to
focus insteadon maximizing its influenceover
particular regional and functional issues that
are deemed to be of special import:mce to
Soviet security and tc developing mili[ary
doctrineand forces thatare appropriateto those
issues. Such a course will seem especially
attractive to the Soviets if the emerging international system is marked by regional turmoil
and economic conflict. because of the inherent
opportunities that such an unstable environment would presei~t. The Soviets might be
cautious about reaching too far even in such a
fluid situation, however, because of their own
relative weakness and the danger that excessive international instability might spill over
and threaten their own core interests.
A pattern of more restricted Soviet military
ambitionsandbehaviorcertainlyseemsto make
sense for the near and intermediate terms.
However, o Ier the long term (thirty years)
continuing instability in the international system may create such opportunities-or representsucha threat—thatthe SovietUnionwould
decide to remilitarize the East-West competition in a major way and resume its efforts to
restructureinternationalpoliticsfundamentally.
The Soviet inclination to continue to pursue
more ambitious objectives may be facilitated
by the leadership’s perception that economic
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and polil~ t~lre!”orrnhas mtti : major progress,
the 69th anniversary of the Australian-New
by the weitktmingor hreakup of the Americitn- Zealand-United States (ANZUS) Treaty. the
~cdEurasian sc urlly coalition. by signlt”iciint 60th anniversary of the U.S.-Japan Security
unilatcml reductions in Western military/nu- AssistanceTreaty, and [he48th anniversary of
clearcitpability. or by the rise ofnew independ- President Nixon’s visit to the People’s Repubent milititrythreats on the Soviet borders (e.g., lic of China. Recent events in Eas[em Europe
ii highly nationalistic Germany or Japan).
arc currently reinforcing a “necessity for
What does this highly contingentanalysis of chimge.““
[he %viet regime and its international behavThe formal U.S. alliance system is likely to
ior imply for the role of U.S. nuclear weapons’! change to account for alterations in rel;~tive
Tmse weitponswill clearly remitina necessary power among the members, emerging allied
delerrent to Sovietaggression because,regitrd- interests outside the U.S.-Soviet competition,
Iess o!”its relative decline. the Soviet tinion and changing perceptions of the threat. For
will remain it major military power with sig- instance. u key element in traditional U.S.
nificitnt nuclcitr capabilities. If ;he USSR is alliance strategy has been to encouritge the
perceived no I(mgerto representa globcl threat economic vitality of Wcs[em Europe and Jam intemalionitl stitbility and Amencitn wcu- pan. even at the expense of n:lmowAmerican
rit}. howver. Ijucicitrweapons could become ecmmmic interests. The U.S. willingness and
less releviim [o the remaining regional and ability to make such economic sacrifices for
tunutionitldisagreements between the United presumed strategicadvantagein the East-West
Stittcs and the Soviet Union.
conflict is not like]::to continue over the long0!’ course. the Soviet strategic threat could temn future, as the erstwhile junior alliance
increase dritrna[icitllyover the near and imer- partners challenge American political and
mediateterms if there should be a change in the economic leadership.
leitdershipand its philosophy or, in the sonleThe restructuring of the U.S. alliance syswhittmore Iikel)’prospect, if Soviet ambitiorls tems could occur in \.weral ways:
surge tigainover the long run in the wake of a
● Assuming that :he Soviet threat still forms
chaotic internationalenvironment. ?iccording
the dominant rationale for the existence of
to the assessment o!’ the FNW Study. U.S.
LJ.S.alliances, the U.S. relationship with
nucleur poliq over the next decade or so will
its allies couid devolve by mutual agreebe itskcd(it)10itccoun[tor itsudden expansion
ment.
B> devolution we mean that the
in the Sovie[threat. even during itperiod when
United States would forego some of the
the perceptionot’rhittthreatmay well diminisil,
responiibi]ities
and benefits of alliance
but without jeopardizing an improvement in
leadership
in
exchange
for being able to
U.S.-Soviet relations and (b) to preseme the
devote fewer political, military. and ecooptionof respondingto the longer-termrevival
nomic resources to the maintenance of its
o!’itglobally itmbitiousSoviet regime that has
alliances. If the Soviet threat is perceived
successfully incorporated advanced technoloto havedeclinedsomewhat,theallieswould
gies into its military doctrine and force strucbe comparativelymore able to pursue their
ture.
own regional and global interests without
Americanpressuretoconfotmto thebroader
requirementsof
iiglobal anti-Sovietcoali3. Changes in the t_.S. Alliance System
tion.
Some L’.S.alliances may be reorganized
The FNW Study anticipittesthat significant
andothersnewlycreatedtoaddressabroader
changes will occur over the rwxt[hilty years in
range of security issues than the Soviet
the relationships among the United States, its
threat. Tltme security issues could be
formal allies. and other friendly nations. Such
global,
regimlal,or functionalin character.
changes should not he surprising: the year
The U.S. alliance structure already serves
20X)wouldmarkthe71stannivewiryof NATO,
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to provide regional stability (e.g., to set
aside the German question and Japan’s
role in Easl Asia). as well as [odeter Soviet
aggression. These secondary alliance
functions could well come m the fore as
in[emational conditions change.
8 Some cr all of the U.S. alliance system
could come unrtiveled.with new security
arrangements replacing those that previously weredominutedby the UnitedStates.
The UnitedStatesmay remain itplayer,but
with much lessdirect power and influence.
Certain powers may come to dominate
regional affairs through their political,
economic, or military strength. Some
regionsmay lackany securityarrangement
whatsoeverand may be marked by considerable political and military instability.
Ifdeterrenceof Sovietmilitaryaggressionceases
to be the prime object of critical U.S. alliances
(it will surely remain an important objective).
the nuclear demands of that alliance may decrease correspondingly. The degree of such a
contraction of nuclear roles will depend primarily on whether (and how much of) a military threat from a hostilepower is perceivedby
the alliance in question. Indeed, if a reduced
senw’of threat leads to a reduction in IJ.S. and
allied conventional forces, nuclear weapons
could become relativelymore important,especially if the threat should reemerge unexpectedly.
[n any event, U.S. aiiies wi!l be increasingly
inclined to emphasize those political-strategic
andmilitary-technicalinstrumentsthatareunder
their direc”.control. In some cases. allies (and
third pat-tics)may prefer to retain or de~”elop
their own independentnuclear capabilities. In
other cases, given a perceived reduction in the
military ~hreat.the allies may decide to rely
more heav]ly upon thedeterrenteffects of local
conventional forces, combined with the more
distant threat of American nuclearsystemsthdt
are aimed primarily at deterringenemy nuclear
use. This would supplant the notion of an
integrated conventional-nuclearstrategy such
as that indicated by flexible response. (The
trend away from an integrated conventionalnuclear strategy would be accelerated if the

United States accords greater priority to regions other lhan Western Europe.) At the
extreme it is cenceivablc that. as we have seen
in thecase of NewZealand,some nationscould
make their adherence to a U.S. alliance conditional on tha[ idiiance being explicitly nonnuclear in character.
The changing character of’the U.S. alliance
system implies that the existence of American
nuclear weapons will continue to provide the
United States with an essential measure of
internationalprestige. Assuming the allies do
not perceivea military threat that is immediate
and severe, however. any American protective
deterrent will tend to be regarded mor ? in the
nature of an insurance policy rather than as a
primary meam of security. Accordingly, it
seems that the UniteG States will be more
interested in a nuclear policy and force structure that supports the political-strategic requirements of alliance cohesion (reassurance)
as opposed to the military-technical requirements for extended deterrence. Such reassurance will be enhanced by a nuclear force that is
neither present nor threatening in Peacetlne,
butthat is perceivedpoliticallyas being readl.available if circumstances warrant. The F=sl
Asian pattern of U.S. extended nuclear deterrence,rather than the NATO model,may therefore becomethedominantparadigmfor American national security policy.
C. Public Opinion
The precise relationship between mass public opinionand nationalsecurity policymaking
is difficult to define. While democratic political leaders care deeply about public opinion,
governments do not look to the public for
guidance about the details of military programs, operational strategies, arms (-ontrol
negotiations, and so ,orth. These specific
choicestend to be more the provinceof theelite
and informed public—perhaps5 percent of the
electorate—whotendto be influencedby threat
assessments, judgments about national and
alliance interests, economic constraints and
priorities. and alliance relations. Except perhaps for moments of real or perceived crisis,

mass publicopinion seems more likelyto have
an impacton the general course of policy-for
example, the level of defense investment and
the articulation of declaratory objectives regarding deterrence and arms control.
The FNW Study arrived at two broad observations about public opinion. First, there is nc
imminentor inevitablecollapse of public support for a general policy of nuclear deterrence
amorlgthe American mass public. The Americun public at large does not like nuclear weapons. does not wish to contemplate actually
using them. and favors negotiationsto control
them; but at the same time the public does not
trust the Soviets and sees nuclear weapons as
being necessary for deterrence. At the same
time, there is much less American p~blic support for continuing a policy of employing
nuclear weapons to respond to conventional
Soviet aggression (“first use”) and to defend
U.S. allies. In fact, a majority of U.S. and
Western publicsnow assume that their governments follow a no-first-use policy and that the
purpose of U.S. nuclear weapons is only to
deter Soviet nuclear use.
ThisgeneralizationaboutbroadWestempublic
support for the concept of nuclear deterrence
must be qualified m one important respect.
There have been significant changes in West
German mass public opinion (hat may presage
a very different kind of German attitude towards nuclear weapons over the next thirty
years. (German public attitudes will likely be
affected as the unification process continues.
We lack reliable data on East German public
attitudes toward nuclear weapons.) For example. attitude shifts in the successor generations in the Federal Republic have been more
acute than elsewilere, with increasing levelsof
criticism of U.S. foreign policy, skepticism
about the Sovietthreat to Western security,and
opposition to NATO’s nuclear strategy.
Although the views of the West Gem-tan
public on nuclear issues remained relatively
stable during the intermediate-range nuclear
force (INF) controversy from 1979 to 1983,
support for nuclear deterrence has in more
recentyears markedlyeroded in comparison to
other Western counlries.
In 1988, a poll

showed 57 percent supporting the proposition
that the risk of Soviet pressure against West
Germany would not be increiised by the removal of allied nuclear weapons; oniy 22 percent supportedthe continuedpre~enc. .)fallied
nuclear weapons in order to avert the risk of
Soviet coercion. Roughly half (5 I percent) of
the West German public currently disagrees
with the propositionthatnuclearweaponshave
preserved peace in Europe, and 79 percent
favor the removal of all nuclear weapons in
Europe,
The second broad observation of the FNW
Study identifies a tendency toward a certain
“delegitimization”ofnucleardeterrencewhich
has emerged in some important sectors of the
elite and attentive publics in Britain, West
Germany, and the United States. This delegitimization may be defined as reduced confidence in the reliability and safety of nuclear
deterrence arrangements and as lessened certainty about the prudence, strategic necessity,
and moral legitimacyof posing nuclear threats
to adversaries. Since the mid- 1970s,a significant proportionof U.S. and Westernc!iteshave
cometo concludethata deterrencepolicybased
on first use and flexible nuclear response is
inherently incredible; that reliance on nuclear
weapons weakens rather than strengthens the
public will to maintain national and allied
security; that East-West tensions are exacerbated by the continued modernization and
improvement of nuclear systems necessary to
support an active deterrence strategy; and that
[he Soviet threat is neither so imminent or
absolute as to necessitate a prominent role for
nuclear weapons.
Again, shifts in the views of the West German political parties have been especially
remarkable. Polarization has been evident in
the emergenceof the antinuclearGreens and in
theSocialDemocraticParty’s(SPD)turntoward
policiescriticalof NATOnuc!earstrategy(e.g.,
advocacy of a no-first-use policy). Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher of the Free
Democratic Party (FDP) has increasingly espoused concepts—such as the need to reduce
relianceon nucleardeterrence,buildEast-West
cooperative security structures, and overcome

‘“memy images’’—[hat are compatible with
SPD views. Views critical of past NATO
nuclear policies have even been expressed by
prominent members of the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and its Bavarian counterpart, the Christian Social Union (CSU). [t is
noteworthy in this regard that all the poii[ical
parties have been devoting more attention to
the themeof protectingand promotingGerman
interesls in the formulationof national.security
policy. The depth of antinuclear feeling in the
country as a whole and even among the more
conservativeCDU/CSU supportersis such that
there is a reluctance to make any nuclear
modernization decisions that could provoke a
protractedand intensecontroversycomparable
to that fegarding !NF in the early 1980s.
Over the past several years, there has been a
significant resurgence of elite opinion, especially in the United States, in favor of a continuation of active deterrence in one form or
another. This viewpoint was perhaps best
represented by the bipartisan Scowcroft Commission of 1983. To gain support, these
“mainstream.”’elites have emphasized stability as the most desirable requirement for nuclear forces. This resurgence of elite support
for nuclear weapons suggests that the United
States wi[l not abandon active deterrence for
the foreseeable future, unless there is a catastrophic nuclear accident or a momentous
superpower crisis that greatty strengthens the
antinuclear movements.
Nevertheless, because of the increasingelite
rejection of the more active forms of nuclear
deterrence, it has becomeharder for the United
States to make and to implement decisions
about nuclear force modernization and arms
control. Specific issues are often politicized
and invested with great symbolic importance,
and the decision-making process has accordinglybecomemorecontentiousand prolonged.
In some particularly hard cases, such as the
U.S. intercontinentalballistic missile (lCBM)
modernization program ad the implementation of NATO’s 1983Montebellodecision,the
outcome may be no decision at all. Over the
long term, the cumulation of such “no hard
decisions” may lead to a force structure that is

notappropriateto supporta doctrineof flexible
response.
In short. unlessthere is some major upheaval
in mass and elite public opinion over the next
thirty years, decisions to modernize nuclear
weapons will likely be constrained. perhaps
severely,by concernsabouteconomics,safety,
and stability. Even a major renewal of serious
U.S.-Soviet tensions will not necessarily lead
to public acceptanceof new nuclear programs
unless the USSR is seen to be unambiguously
at fault. If Western policies are seen to be a
contributingfactor in the deteriorationof EastWest relations, there may well be a further
erosion in public acceptance of nuclear programs necessary to support a flexibleresponse
strategy. Any catastrophicnuclear event—for
example, an accidental nuclear detonation, a
disastrous incident at a civilian or military
nuclear facility+ould seriously erode the
public’scontinuedacceptanceof nucleardeterrence of any kind.
Finally, we should observe that mass and
elite public support for programs that support
active deterrence may be further eroded if the
costs of modernizing and cleaning up the nuclear weapons production complex appear to
belie the argument that nuclear weapons are
cheap.
D. Arms Control
Over the past twenty years, arms control has
become an important foundation of efforts to
make safer the political-strategiccompetition
between the United States and the Soviet Union. Arms control negotiations to date, however, have had relatively little direct impact on
the ~mlitary-technicalcapabilities of the two
sides.
If presenttrendsare any indication,however,
the role of arms control could become much
more comprehensive over the next several
decades. The continued regulation of nuclear
forces (and the addition of constraints on conventional forces) would at some point come to
haveimpotiantmilitary-technicalconsequences
for the character of future war, and for Eastern
andWestemforcestructuresanddoctrine.These
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important military-technical effects of arms
control would. in turn, begin to affect the
po!itical-strategicrelationshipin an even more
fundamental fashion.
If arms control is to have this kind of effect.
the continued reduction and regulationof strategicand theaternuclear weaponsmusteventually reach and cross three critical thresholds.
(Thesethresholdsare notnecessarilypresented
in order of time or impofiance.)
First, the United States and the Soviet Union
will come to the point at which their current
operationalnuclearplansandgoalsmustchange
significantly.This thresholdwillnotbereached
as a consequence of the proposed START
agreement, but another 50 percent reduction
(even by START counting rules)cou!dconsiderably diminish the ability of both sides to
cover their opponent’s critical target set—at
least as that target set is now defined. Both
sides could also lose their theoreticalability to
operate nuclear forces in a flexible and limited
fashion while still retaining a secure reserve
force. Proposed qualitative limits on nuclear
forces, such as flight test constraints and nuclear test bans, wit] also lessen military confidence in the effectiveness of nuclear weapons.
Another critical threshold will be reached
when the nuclear forces of third parties (currently Great Britain, China, and France) must
be includedinarmscontrol nego!iaiions. U.S.Soviet nuclear reductions far beyond START
would bring U.S. aiidSoviet forcesdown to the
level at which the British and French forces,
and the forces that China might deploy by that
time, would be too large to be ignored. Should
that become the case, the United States would
need to develop a concept for determining
appropriate numerical limits among several
nuclear powers. Such limits could be based on
a finite. rather than comparative definition of
U.S. nuclear weapons requirements. Alternatively.the United States could pursue the idea
of establishing relative force sizes. such as
existed in Washington Naval Treaty of 1921.
The third critical threshold for the continued
reduction and regulation of nuclear forces will
be reached when conventional force negotiations fundamentally alter the relationship be-

tween conventionaland nuclear forces+specially theater/tmxicalnuclear forces. If conventionalarms control.togetherwith unilateral
measures such as the withdrawal of Soviet
forces from Eastern Europe,can truly establish
a stablenonnuclearbalanceina giventheater—
and especially if arms control can assist in
establishinga situationofdefense-dorr,inance—
then the military roles and requirements for
U.S.nuclearweaponsin theaterwarfare will be
quite different, and probably much less, than
under present circumstances.
To be sure. there may well be good political
reasons for retainingbo:h strategicand theater/
tacticalnuclear weapons even in the event that
an improved military balance of conve,ltional
forces can be brought alx ut. Among other
reasons, it is difficultto define nstableconventional balance and even more difficult to keep
it so. Nevertheless, the central point remains:
NATO’sNuclearWeaponsRequirementsStudy
would be a very different exercise and would
undoubtedly reach very different conclusions
if there were greater Western confidencein the
resilience of the conventional force balance.
There is, of course, no way of predicting
definitivelywhether arms control negotiations
will e~er reach or cross any of these critical
thresholds. Taken to its logical extension, the
mm control process would lead to die relegation of nuclear forces to a retaliatory deterrent
role alone, accompanied by a shift to forces
designed to % “stable’”above all, even at the
sacrificeof attributesuseful forcurrent typesof
military missions. In this case. numerical
reductions might be supplemented by qualitative restrictions such as bans on MIRVed
(multiple warhead) missiles or ballistic missiles in their entirety. With such an emphasis
being placed on stability. both sides could
agree to substantial limitations in. if not an
outright prohibition of, nuclear testing. It is
also conceivablethat the two sides could negotiate the deployment of strategic defenses,
coupled with offensive force reductions, in a
way that would enhance stability and further
decreasethemilitarypotentialof the remaining
nuclear weapons.
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Before this military-technical change occurs. however. the political-strategicrelationship between the United States and the Soviet
Unionmust bealtered substantially. As kmgas
events move in the directionof decreased EastWest tensions.arms control is likelyto become
acrhical domesticand internationalprocessfor
implementingpoliticalchange and for managing U.S. strategy, forces, and foreign policy to
encourage greater stability. The United States
will have further incentiveto use arms control
as a political means to head off the further
proliferation of nuclear weapons and other
ad:’ancedmilitary systems.
To be sure. the East-West political relationship may never reach this point.and the critical
military-technical thresholds may never be
crossed. Arms control could reach a dead end.
or at least a wstipg point. as the complexities
and urnwtainties of post-START and postCFE negotiations become overwhelmmg.
Conventionalarms control may become irrele-”
vant because of domestic pressures for unilateral reductions. The completeabandonmentof
nuclear arms control seems plausible only ( 1)
in the presence of such complete relaxation of
tensions among the major Powels that it is not
new’ed or (2) in the presence of threats of
ce~ltra]war so great and over such a protracted
period that the United States would commit
itself to a nuclear war-winning strategy. But
the arms control process could be slowed by a
numberof factors, includinga mom aggressive
shift in Soviet behavior.
Perhapsthe leastpredictablebut most important factor for the future of arms control involves the interests and goals of third parties.
If. for example. the internationalenvironment
deteriorates substantially. neither the Soviet
Union nor the United States may be willing to
eliminate or reduce specific [ypes of military
forces in the face of unregulated growth in
those same forces elsewhere. (This is now true
in the case of the INF Treaty, in which only
U.S. and Soviet ground-launchedballistic and
cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and
5500 kilometers will be eliminated.) On the
other hand.the superpowersmay beconfronted
by third parties that are determined to close

themselves off from the East-West nuclear
competition through the establishment of nuclear-free zones.the banning of nuclear-amed
and nuclear-powered ships from their ports,
and the like.

III. THE FUTURE MILITARY-TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT
Since the end of the Second World War.
American nationalsecurity policy has placed a
considerable premium on technological innovation to offset the mass-oriented Soviet military force structure. For a time and especially
for the first two decades of the postwar era.
nuclear weapons. their delivery systems, and
their supporting infrastructure represented the
cutting edge of American technological superiority. Over the past two decades. the United
States has shifted its emphasis toward technological innovation in the conventional forces
arena. but it remains committed to qualitative
excellence in nuclear weapons as well.
The evolution of future U.S. nuclear roles
and requirements will depend heavily upon
whether and how the IJnited States. the Soviet
Union. and perhaps other powers attcmpt to
pursue this qualitativemilitary-technicalcompetition. The FNW Studyconeludedthatthere
does not seem to be any single. well-defined
“technology imperative” that will dominate
nuclear force structures and applications over
the next thirty years. Rather, there is a wide
rangeofmilitary-technicalchoicesforthe United
States. its allies. and its potentialadversaries to
maintain or alter their current requirements for
nuclear weapons.
A. Traditional U.S. Military-Technical
Requirements for Nuclear Weapons
In general terms, current U.S. nuclear strategy (flexible response) seeks to deter nuclear
conflict by developing and maintaining the
capability to deny Soviet political-military
objectives and thus deny the USSR a ‘*victory” under any conceivableterms. In order to
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achievethis deterrent goal, U.S. nuclear offensive weaponsmust be capableof placingat risk
the full spectrum of Soviet high-value targets.
If deterrence should fail. the United States
desires the ability to respond to Soviet aggression in a fashion that creates some politicalmititary advantage. so as to provide leverage
for terminationof the warat the lowestpossible
levelof violenceand on terms acceptableto the
United States and its allies.
In practice. this U.S. nuclear doctrine of
flexible response translates into specific military-technical requirements for both strategic
and theater/tactical nuclear weapons. In very
general ways. these requirements include the
following:
Survivability and Endurdnce. The minimum basic requirement for U.S. strategic and
theater/tactical nuclear forces and their supporting infrastructure is that sufficient retaliatory capability must survive a Soviet attack
even under day-to-day alert conditions. (Sufficient is defined here as being the minimum
quantity and quality of forces necessary for the
United Stales to execute controlled. limited.
and militarily effective nuclear strikes against
the ful, range of Soviettargets.) Inaddition, the
United States requires that some percemageof
U.S. strategic forces must be withheld from
any initial nuclear use so as to constitute an
enduring, secure reserve force. Survivability
and endurance are regarded as a key to both
stability and escalation control because they
ensure that the United States is not placed in a
use-or-lose situation.
Flexibility. U.S. nuclearforces and C’I must
be able to respond to the entire range of situations that may confront the United States in
wartime. Further. the United States requires
the ability both to execute either preplanned
optionsand to respondon shortnoticetochangingcircumstances.Flexible(andIimited)nuclear
options are intended to convince the enemy
that further escalation will result not in the
achievement of its objectives but rather in the
impositionof additionalcosts. The enemy is to
be left with sufficient highly valued military.
economic. and political resources still surviving but clearly at risk, so that he has a strong
incentive to seek an end to the conflict.

MilitaryEffectiveness. As notedabove.the
United States does not plan to use nuclear
weapons to create the conditions for victory.
Rather.it plans for thecontrolleduse of nuclear
weapons. along with other appropriate political and militaryactions,to provideleveragefor
the negotiatedterminationof the fighting. This
goalrequires a certain degree of military effectiveness: how this effectiveness should be
measured is a long-standing issue.
The most criticalmilitary mission associated
with U.S. nuclear forces has traditionallybeen
the destructionof enemy nuclearassets. for the
purposes of limiting damage to the United
States and its allies and coercing the enemy
intoterminatingthe war. The I.mitedSta/eshas
also sought to target enem~ g~neral purpose
forces at fixed locations (with strategic and
longer range theater nuclear forces) and in the
field(withshorterrangetacticalnuclearforces).
The United States has always targeted enemy
industrial facilities, a target set that has been
refined in recentyearsto focuson industriesthe
destruction of which would have a direct and
adverse impact on enemy military operations.
Finally. the United States has emphasized the
targetilig of enemy command and control facilitiesbecausethis threat to politicalcontrol is
a potent deterrent and because countemuclear
strikes could disrupt ongoing military operations and deny ultimate Soviet success in war.
These military missions require that U.S.
nuclear forces be capable of inflicting significant levels of damage on a Soviet target base
that is composed of fixed, active and passively
defended. and increasinglymobile or movable
targets.Therequimmentforeffectivenes..against
such a wide range of Soviet targets has led the
United States to emphasize military characteristic, for nuclear weapons systems such as
range, speed, reliability, accuracy, maximized
explosiveand nucleareffects, and assuranceof
arrival to target.
MinimizeCollateral Damage. The United
States places formal restrictions on collateral
weapons damage to facilitatewar termination,
to minimizetheconsequencesof nuclearweapons useon ornearfnendly territory.and to send
a signal of restraint to the enemy while leaving
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critical assets still at risk. This can be achieved
through such factors as [he proper choice of
weapon. its yieid and other characteristics,and
the locationof its DesiredGround Zero (DGZ).
Safety, Security, Command, and Control.
The United States. in recent years, has placed
considerable emphasis on ensuring that nuclear weapons will not detonate or spread radioactive material by accident and that they
cannot be used without official authorization.
These attributesare criticalto the U.S. military,
which without such assurances would not be
allowed to operate nuclear systems as part of
their “ordinary” force structure and operations. Also, a nuclear accident would have a
devastating effect on the political viability of
nuclear deployments both within the United
States and overseas.
B. The Militaiy Roles and Missions of
Theater/Tactical Nuclear Weapons
Much of the public discussion about nuclear
weapons focuseson strategicsystems—thatis,
ICBMS,submarine-launchedballistic missiles
(SLBMS), long-range bombers, and air- and
sea-launchedcruise missiles. Anotherclass of
nuclear weapons, what we tern here theater/
tactical systems, receive much less attention,
despite the fact that they constitute a considerable percentage of deployed U.S. nuclear
weapons.
Many of the military-technical roles and
missionsfor U.S.theater/tacticalnuclearweapons have been driven in large part by two
factors. First, because the United States assumes that the Soviet Union will be the aggressor in theater warfare, it also assumes that the
Soviet Union willenjoy the inherentadvantage
of the offense at the outset of the war. Second,
given the Soviets’ presumed numericalsuperiority and shorter linesof communicationto the
critical Eurasian theaters (especially Europe),
ithas seemedreasonablethatthe Sovietswould
retain the offensive initiativefor some time. In
short, the United States has traditionally been
pessimistic about the prospects of defeating
localSovietaggressionwithoutresortor threatening resort to nuclear weapons.

During the 1950s,the United States thought
that it might be able to use theater/tactical
nuclear weapons to offset its local conventional weakness along the Eurasian periphery.
(At the same time, U.S. strategic forces would
destroy the foundationsof Soviet power in the
USSR itself.) Tactical nuclear weapons could
destroy masses of tanks, key logistical
chokepoints.enemy airfields. and the like in u
way that conventionalweaponscould not, thus
potentiallychanging the nature of theater warfare that otherwise seemed to favor the Soviet
Union. The U.S. Army went farthest in this
direction with its Pentomic Division and vitk
thedeploymentofnuclearartilleryshells,atomic
demolition munitions. antitank weapons ([he
DaveyCrockett),short-rangeballisticmissiles.
and nuclear surface-to-air missiles. The Air
Force (tactical nuclear gravity bombs) and the
Navy (especially with nuclear anti-submarine
weapons) also moved toward a “nuclearization” of the tactical battlefield.
The United States has walked backward
considerably from this position over the last
thirty years. Administrationssince 1961have
chosen to place much greater emphasis on
improved conventional forces as part of a policy of flexible response and to engage in military actions where the use of nuclear weapons
was not appropriate (e.g., Vietnam). Theater/
tactical nuclear weapons retain a role in flexible response, although that role is much more
ambiguous than it was during the 1953swhen
tactical nuclear use was thought by many to be
capable of creating decisive military advantage—-theconditions for victory in the theater.
Theater/tacticalnuclearweaponstoday serve
to raise the prospect of escalation, that is, to
link American military activities in the theater
with U.S. strategic nuclear forces. If employed, tactical nuclear weapons would be
used for their ultimatepoliticaleffect. –to convince the aggressor that it is in his interest to
c~:meand desist. To be sure, tactical nuclear
employment would be designed to +ave decisivemilitaryresults—tobringabouta tacticalor
operationalpause in the conflict, during which
time the aggressor could take stock of the
changedpolitical-militarysituationand seek to
negotiate the termination of the war.
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There iire wvcrul r~it~{)n~why the Llnilcd
Sttitcs hii~ rcjcc[cd [hc tluultiiri~itlit~nof”i[s
gm-rertil-purpo>c
!(jrccs. f;irs[,hcu;iuw il Imks
confidence thti[ lii~”ti~”iil nuclear uw ~~n h>
controlIcd hc!(wc there is ii i[riitcgic nuclciir
exchimgc. [he (Inittd Stiit~\ hiis for d~titid~~
stressed the nccc~sity to cntlwceid broxkn ir
firebrcak bctwccn ~ollvcfltit)nitliltld nuclcdr
use. From a political s[ii[dpoir~t, the deployment and planned use 0! Iacticitlnuclear wcupons is uontrovcrsi;tl, cspcciirlIy ilmorlg some
allied governmentsitndpublics. The cnhimctd
radiationwwpon controversyoithc mid-1970.s.
the debate over the INF deployments iri Ihe
early 1980s, ?Jcw ZtiIlittld’Srctusitl to pcrmi[
the \’isitsof U.S. Niivv-“ ip’,thtitmightcormin
nuclearweapons, am, the growing disputeover
modernizationof the Lance missile. arc recent
examples of thrw nressures.
The military services themselves, at least
since the early 1960s,have no[ been enthusiastic advocates of racticalnuclear weapwls. The
U.S. military itsa whole has for some time been
ambivalent to negative about [he purely military advantages of nuclear weapons. According to prominent studies, nuclear use by both
sides during a theater campaign will not provide lasting itdvantagesto the defender unless
nuclear use is so mtissive that the territory
cannot be physically occupied. Instead. if the
side with the Iiirgernumber of forces (i.e., the
Sovie[s) can resume its attack after a tactical
nuclear exchitnge,the attacke: may have even
greater advantages over the defender than before simply because of Ihe immense attrition
caused by nuclear weapons.
In addition, the tactical nuclear specialty in
each service is not given much prominence,
and there is a widespread assumption that
nuclear specialization apart from strategic
weapons in the military is a “career-stopper.”’
Noneof the services have beenable to integrate
tactical nuclear weapons fully into their force
structureor operaticilalaectrine, and they tend
to regard the “care and ]eeding” of nuclear
weapons as a drain on manpower and time.
Finally,the services tend to doubt that they will
receive timely release and employment authorizationfornuclearweapons-and theymay

wtl I rcccivc II()iitl[h(wi/i\[ ion ~h iit~(wvcr. ‘1.h~

11.S.Niivy ii\ it Whok [ its (Ippowd [() pw-ticulur
purts ()!”rhul wrv icc~,irl piIllicUlilr,is dubilms
iibout the viilu~ of”tii~[ic”tilnuulcur wcup(m,
c>pcuiiilly [how [hd might k* LIA t“orscti
c(mlrol.
Arncricun r;ationirlwxu}h)wcvcr, bth~iitls~
ri[y plimning hits hccn tiii~~d (m the bipolar/
glt~bil!Wiirfiirccontingency, [he L;.S.Inilittiry,
especialIy tit the Icvcl ot the Joint C’hiclsof
Stid”f”
(JCS) imd the rcgitmal irnd functitmul
C(mlmimdcrsin (’hicf ((’INCS),docs accord a
prominent role to nuctcar dcterrem.c irnd nuclear weaponstitthe theitt~rIcvel. The JCS und
[hc CINCS assume thtit the Uni[cd States will
have [o fight uuinumbertx!in critical thcawrs,
[hat the !%vict Union will possess the tactical
initiative (iind possibly strategic surprise) at
the outsetof contlict. and that the UnitedStates
lacksthemobilizationinfrastructurethatwould
be necessary to fight a protractedconventional
conflict. Tactical nticlear weapons offer a
“solution’”to these problems, tit Iciistprospectively: for example, nuclear weapons htive
desirable ““virtual”effects in planning and
executing iiconventional war (e.g.. by forcing
the enemy to disperse its forces and therefore
weakening the potential force of the attack).
Mostsignificantlyfor planningpurposes,the
prospectof nuclearescalation has traditionally
bounded the size itndduration of any conflict,
so that the U.S. military need not plan imd
equip itself to figh[ several protracted theater
campaigns along the lines of World War 11.In
addition, as a matter of policy, the United
States has always been interested in hedging
againsta suddenand unexpectedincreasein the
threitt. and these hedges in the theater have
necessarily included nuclear weapons. Of the
militaryservices, this relativelyfavorableview
of tactical nuclear weapons is probably held
most strongly by the Army.
C. The Technical Revolutionin Military Affairs
There are a number of foreseeable advances
in military technology over the next several
decades that could have a dramatic impact on
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the nature of the strategic and (heater/tactical
battlefield. A full survey and analysis of all
potential military technology is beyond the
scopeof this report; the FNW Study has instead
sought to identify those areas that could have
the greatest impacton the futurecharacteristics
and role of nuclear weapons.
Perhaps the most important advi.tnceswill
take place in what might be called informufion
systems. There is no singletechnologythatone
can associate with informationsystems: rather,
it is a suite of technologies that would. in
principle, allow for much improved surveillance, tracking, and targeting of enemy military systems. Such technologies include improved sensors that will be able to detect signals from cluttered or noisy backgrounds, using a wide spectrum of technologies (infrared,
optical, radar, and directed energy). Advanced
computirtgcapabilities-architecture,hardware.
andsoftware+ould providebettersignalprocessing for various types of sensors: permit
more effective tactical, operational.and strategic command and control systems;and eventually lead to the development of truly autonomous weapons systems. Enhanced guidance
technologies should lead at some point to a
cheap, perfectly accurate (zero circular error
probable-CEP) capability for a full range of
delive~ vehicles. Improvementsincommunications systems may provide inexpensive and
resilient means to transmit large amounts of
data.
One of the most important impacts of information systems will be in strategicand theater/
tactical targeting: in principle, it will become
relatively easier to “see” mobile or concealed
military targets on land, in the air and space, at
sea, and possiblyunderwaterand underground.
If targets can be located with fewer false detections and if the information can be distributed
meaningfully and rapidly, the battlefield will
become more transparent and potentiallymore
lethal than it is at present. Of course, improvement in information systems will lead, in turn,
to a series of countermeasures intended to
suppress the gathering, processing, and disseminationof information. Attempts to detect/
reducethesignatureofmajorcombatants(tanks,

manned aircridl. cruise missiles, remotely piloted/autonomous uir vehicles, surface ships.
and possibly btillis!icmissiles) will bc an especially important measure/countermeasure
dynamic.
The Soviet’+in particular htiveexpressed an
interest in the t“uturcdcveloplncnt of wwpons
bused w ne~ ph>’si(ulprituiples. The most
publicized of these weapons arc directed-energy systems—lasersandpiirticlcbeams—with
applications in udvimccd btillistic missile defenses. Such systems may also come to play a
role on the tacticalbu~tleficldwi[hrespect lo air
defense and the suppression of enemy sensors
and electronics. Area effects weapons, such a:
explosivelydrivenmicrowavegenerators,could
likewisebe used inelectronicwarf”are.Electromagnetic rail-guns could have a variety of
tactical applications.
Even lessexotictechnologiessuch as fuel-air
explosives and conventional munitions configured for special purposes (e.g., airfield
“runway busting” and armored kill) should
greatly contribute to the lethality of the battlefield. The development of familiar and unfamiliar kill mechanisms, especially if they are
combined with the sophisticated information
systems described above. could reach the point
where nonnuclear weapons systems will rival
the milifury effectiveness of nuclear weapons
for at least some missions.
Improvements in composite materials and
ceramics, aerodynamics, energy systems applied to propulsion,and electronics could lead
to the development of new advanced tklivery
sysfems that are substantially different from
those currently in service. These technologies
could be integratedto make possiblethe development of lighter.stronger, and less detectable
(i.e.. stealth)aircraft and missiles. These de]ivery systems could have extended ranges, unusual flight profiles and relatively high velocities (e.g., boost-glideand hypersonicvehicles).
The integration of these and similar technologies into naval platforms could likewisehave a
considerable impact on the next generation of
surface and subsurface vessels.
Military systems deployedin spuce may well
have a critical impact on the future strategic

iind [hcitter/[ucticalbit(tlc!lcld. Highly ct’tcc[ivc bidlistic missile defenses, based on both
directed-mwrgyand kinetic-energykillmcchtinisms. could bc deployed in spitcc within the
ncx[ three dectidm. A number of rm[ionstire
now in the process 01”develt)ping space sys[cms whose stmsing captihility (optical. IR,
IUdilr)tllily provide uriticil![argcling int’ormution for tcrwstriid air, SC:I,imd Itind combat.
Onc also cannot rule out the deployment o!”
\vtiIpoIIs in spii~~ [hit LX)Uld k ctnployd directly ;i,giiins[turgcts on the ground. In tiny
mwnt. lilCkillgan Cl”t”cut
ivc arms control agreemcnt, onc or more sides moy wish to exercise
controloverspwx+rdeny itto anwivcrsary—
through various anti-satellite (ASA3’)systems
and techniques.
Will improvemtmtsintlut”le(It”
Mwpon.stc(Aw)I(),v-Y
huvcany signitlcunteffect on the future
military-technical environment? There docs
not seem to be tiny single revolutionarydevelopment in the near or intermediate terms thut
will huvc the impact of the early fission wetipons or of thtmnonucltmrweapons. This observation does not deny the usefulness of evolutionary developments-for example. the dcploymcmot”low-yieklnuclearweapons,which,
combined with very accurtitc means of deliver]. pcmlit rtxiuccdcollatcrid damage; the use
0!”insertible/separablenuchnr components to
incrcasc deployment option};; and nuclctir
we;ipon\ thut can sutllcicntly penetrate earth,
ice, und wutcr to destroy buried or concealed
[tirgcts.Similar]}’.a varic!yot”measurcscan be
tiik~n to incremc the .it”cty. sccui”it
y. communal,in! control ftmturcs of ncw and upgrudcd nuclcw systems: to case the mtiintcnunuc and extend the w-vice lifetime of deployed weapons; and to minimize the use of
spcciid nuclcur mutcriids (SNM) iind :~;ilutn.
!Wverthclcss.thereisiIsetofadvancednuclear
design concepts that. over time. could have a
major impact on the military-technical environment. These involve the use of nuclear
wctipons to drive u lmcr or otherwise direct
energy aguinst a target and 10create specific
tailored outputs such iIs high-id[itudcelectromagneticpulsc(HEMP)ormicrowaves. Nuclear
dircctcd-energytechnologicscou]dbccmployed,

forcxitmplc,itgtiinstballisticmissiles/witrheiids
as part ot a strategic defense system. Tailored
output dcviccs. with their potcntitil for widcsprcitd iittit C!ICCIS
(“soft kill””)against electronics, might offer u solution to the targeting
prohlem ptwd hy mobile missiles and other
imprcciscty Iocimxltargets.
For nctirly the past forty ywrs, the United
Sttites has ftiucdessentially no muteriid cxmstraints on the design and deployment of nutlciir weapons—the Atomic Energy Commission/Dcpiu-tmcntof Energy production complex could providemmughSNM and tritium so
[hti[ [hc weupons design could bt optimized
imd so that the nution could deploy iIs many
weapons as required. lll~t production complex is now in need of modernization and
cleanup. and it will be required in the future to
meet high standards of environmental safety.
This modcmiza(ion process will be expensive
and controversial. In the future, some administration may be interested in pursuing the idea
of SNM/tritiumproductioncontrolsas a means
of limiting the number of nuclear weapons.
Although it is impossible to predict the future
in this regard, the United States may face, by
choice or inaction, a shortage of SNM and
tritium that will force it to rethink the size and
design of its nuclear weapons stockpile.
To sum up. [he future evolution of (he military-technicalenvironment.alongwiththeplace
of nuclear weapons in that environment. is one
of considerable uncertainty. It is not clear
whether.how. and for what purposesadvanced
technologiesof any sort will be broughtto bear
on the battlefield of the future. In particular,
the pace and direction of technologicaldevelopmentand deploymentwilldepend uponsuch
factors as
●

●

●

the degree of threat which the major powers perceive to their national security and
interests
the levels of funding devoted to military
spending, in general, and research and
development in particular
developments in science and technology
and especially any breakthroughs by one
nation
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●

●

●

the ability to incorporate improved technologiesinto operationalsystems in a costeffec[ive and militarily effective fashion
the outcome of the measure/countermeasure dynamic
the ability and willingness of the armed
forces to introduceadvancedmilitarytechnologies into existing or revised service
doctrines.

These issues are explored in more depth
below for both strategic and theater/tacticat
nuclear weapons.

D. Strategic Nuclear Issues
The UnitedStates has for some timeregarded
the threat of global war with the Soviet Union
as the ultimate contingency against which it
structures and deploys its anneal forces. U.S.
strategic nuclear forces have become the principalmeans of deterring such a war with the
SovietUnionandofterminating thatwarshou!d
deterrence fail. The United States has traditionally anticipated that global war would not
be decided by the outcome of particulartheater
campaigns irt Eurasia but rather by the use. or
threatened use, of these long-range (strategic)
forces.
The most important of these strategic forces
over the past thirty years has been the weapons
systemrepr~sentedby theintegrationofthermonuclear weapons and ballistic missiles. In
principle, the ballistic missile/nuc!earweapon
combination has offered the United States and
the Soviet Union a militarily effective inst”mment with the attributes of short time of flight,
accuracy, high levels of damage expectancy,
and assured penetration to target against the
adversary’s homeland and military infrastructure. (The development of MIRVed ballistic
missiles with high accuracy in the 1960s and
1970smade the ballistic missile an even more
cost-effective weapon.) Such effectiveness is
especially important against time-urgent mititary targets, notably opposing nuclear forces.
The strategic regime dominated by the militaryeffectivenessoftheballisticmissile/thermonuclear weapon combination may be seriously

challenged over the next thirty years. First, as
suggestedinthepolitical-strategicsectionabove,
the threatof a global war with the Soviet Union
may cease to be theprincipalstandardby whi
deterrence and military capabilities are meas
3
ured. The United States may be more interested in forces that can operate in regional
contingencies,whetheragainsttheSovietUnion
or againstthirdpowers. withoutreson to threats
of stra[egic nuclear escalation,
Second,overat leastthenextdecade,counternuclear strikes will seem to be technically less
attractive—assuming that both sides continue
programs aimed at improvingthe survivability
of their strategic offensive systems. The percentage of survivable nuclear forces will increase as both sides retire large numbers of
fixed, silo-based ICBMS in favor of mobile
systems and place relatively greater importance on SLBMS and air-delivered weapons.
Command and control systems will arguably
be made more survivable over this period as
well. This trend toward survivability may be
increased if there is an arms control agreement
that reduces the warhead-to-launcher ratio
significantly(i.e., de-MIRVing). The ballistic
missile/thenrtonuclearweaponcombinationwill
not provide nearly the military advantage in
this kind of environmentas it did when it could
psrform substantialand promptcountemuclear
operations-unless it is given another unique,
high-leverage mission.
Third, the military effectiveness of ballistic
missiles/nuclearweaponsis prospectivelyheld
hostage to the application of advanced t chnologies (e.g., sensors coupled with active
discriminators, and directed energy weapons)
to strategic defenses. Depending on their effectiveness and survivability, these defenses
could neutralize the countemuclear effectiveness of the ballistic missile or, more ambitiously, lead to a defense-dominant regime, in
which the offense could not carry out any
effective and limited military action (as opposed to an assured destruction attack).
Fourth, there are innovative concepts of offensive delivery vehicles and operations that
might overshadow if not supplant the ballistic
missile/nuclear weapon combination. For

example, a combinittionof composite malerials, electronic countemleusures. and uirfmmd
power plant design could lead to a fast, truly
stealthy air-breitthing vehicle thiit might rivitl
[he bidlislic missile in mili[tiryeffectiveness,
Range-independentprecision guidimce (zeroCEP), coupled wi[hchcilp,long-riingc delivery
systems and effective, specitilizedmmnucleitr
munitions, could make ~xmventiona]weapons
feasible for at least some strategic missions.
But the citse for the withering iIwityof the
ballistic missile/nucleurweupon system is not
conclusive. Over this same time period, information system technologies iind new destructive concepts, harnessed to the ballistic missile. could conceivably permit the development of a real-time offensive counterforce
capability against mobile ICBMS,bombers in
flight, and (much less likely) submarines at
sea. Advanced sensors could [rack mobile and
concealed targets; the information could be
processed and reluyed to provide in-flight targeting updates; and tailored nuclear weapons
could provide area destruction effects and
compensate for any locationuncertainty. Such
an application could restore the supremacy of
the ballisticmissileand [heviabilityof counternuclear operations-and, by traditional stimdards, significantly reduce strategic stability.
In short. the character of the long-term military-technical environment is very unpredictable. It could be marked by the slow decline of
the military effectivetwss of the ballistic missile/nuclear weapon combination and an cmphasis on stability; or the ballistic missiles/
nuclear weapon systems could be supplwmxl
by some new combination of offensive and
defensive systems; or innovativetechnologies
and targeting combinations might revitalize
the ballistic missile/nuclcurweapon combination.
In the face of this military-tcchniciiluncertainty, the United States will. at u minimum.
retain an interest in deploying survivable and
enduringstrategicweaponssystcms/C‘Iin light
of conceivable improvements in Soviet offensive countemucletircaptibilitics.Over the near
and intermediateterms. this Sovietthreatcould
come f“romsome combination of sea-litunched

cruise missiles imd highly ticcurtite SLBMS
firedon depressed trtijectorics.The most likely
Soviet countemucleur improvement over the
long [cnn would come I“romcnhimced n~ilitiwy-technicitlmeans to target mobile ICBMS
and bombers as they escape their bases; the
mostdangerousnew Sovietthreat would be the
iibility to titrget the U.S. strategic submarine
tkt. The latter problem is very unlikely to
emerge in the near and intermediateterms, but
it cannot be completely excluded in the long
term. This is a critical issue becausethe United
States will otherwise be inclined to respond to
threats to its land-based (bomber itnd ICBM)
forces by moving additional nuclear assets to
Seil.
The UnitedStates willalso remain interested
in developing offensive nuclear technologies
to suppressand penetratehostiledefenses. The
degree of emphasis that is placed in this area
will depend upon the existence or probability
of enemy defensive deployments. The United
States i.mdthe Soviet Union are already engaged in a stealth-counterstealthdialectic with
respect to air defenses that will continue to
influence the design of U.S. strategic aircraft
beyond the B-2 bomber and cruise missiles
beyond the advanced cruise missile. Such a
dialecticcould takeplace with respectto ballistic missiles and any future Soviet air-, sea-,
ground-, and space-based ballistic missile
defense (BMD). It inarguablethat the prospect
of a measure-countermeasuregame intheBMD
tireniiwill virtually tend to devalue the importance of ballistic missiles even if defenss arc
never deployed.
In almost any case, the United States will
continue to face military-technical problems
with respect to the employment of its strategic
nuclear forces. The most significant problem
will be created by a constantlychanging Soviet
target base: for example, increased mobility,
concealment,deception.hardening,and proliferation. The United States might face new
strategic target sets in the air or in space, at sea
or on the ocean floor, or in very deeply buried,
imprecisely located protective structures.
These U.S. targeting problems will be the
most challenging with respect [o the ability to

hold Soviet nuclear forces itt risk. There itrc
two distinct U.S. responses to this targeting
problem, First, the United States could undertake a massive effort aimed at finding, fixing,
andattackingmobiletargets,particularlymobile
missiles. Second, the United States could give
lower priority to cxmnterforceas ii mission.
The U.S. choice in (hiscritical mimerwill have
very different implications for future nuclear
systems design and development.
Finally. the United States may be required [o
design its nuclear forces in anticipationof or in
responseto a major new militarythreat--country X. (The analysis in Section 11indicatedthat
such a threat was unlikely, but it cannot prudently be ruled out altogether.) The emergence
of a new threat would not necessarily require
the United States to maintain two separate
nuclear force structures, one for X and one for
the Soviet Union, although it would probably
increase somewhat the required total number
of strategic nuclear weapons. The United
States would probably be interested,however,
in maintaining as much flexibility as possible
in its nuclear force structure to account for the
additionalcontingency. In addition,there may
be peculiar nuclear requirements if X’s target”
basediffers significantlyfrom thatof theSoviet
Union;if the military forcestructureand operations of X are unique; or if the X political
leadership is much less cautious and rational
than has been our experience with the Soviet
leadership.
E;. Theater/Tactical Nuclear Issues
Inevaluating[hetheater/tacticalrequirements
for U.S. nuclear weapons over the next thirty
years, three possible changes in the militarytechnical environment must be taken into account.
First, the FNW Study projects that advanced
nonnuclearweaponssystems will pose a major
military-technicalchallenge to the dominance
of the tank and the tactical aircraft in Europe
and similar theaters. (By implication, this
challenge also exists to the aircraft carrier and
other large m-face naval vessels). The combination of accurate, real-time targeting data and

Iethitlweapons Mcuts aguinst ground iitldtiir
targets could imply a considerable reduc[km of
mobility on the biit[l~fi~ld—po~hly to [he
point O!tticticitland operationaldefense dominimce, wherein it is militarily idviin[iigeous to
defend rather thim iittiick.
The military effects—both iIc[uiIland virtual----of these convcntionid weapons systems
can thus be cxpcctcd to increase rcmarkiibly
over the next three decades. Advancedconven-

tional weapons may be able to ‘“compete”
with tiictical nuclear systems in a way that was
not previously possible, even if they cannot

preciselyduplicatetheeffects of nuclearweapons.
[f this military-technical development occurs,advancedconventionalsystemswillprobablychangethe battlefieldenvironmentin a way
that tactical nuclear weapons never quite
achieved. This kind of future battlefieldwould
not seem to favor large armored fighting vehiclesor tacticalaircraft that mustoperate from
fixed bases and penetrate [o [heir target. It
wouldseem to favorlong-rangestandoffweapons that penmitthe concentration of firepower
rather than forces. Stealthy cruise missiles,
remotely piloted vehicles (RPVS)and autonomous air vehicles, and tactical ballistic missiles (if permitted by arms control agreement)
would all seem viable weapons system candidates. At the same time, there could be an
advantage to moving troops and hardware by
air rather than on the ground. Electronic warfare (to confuse and protect sensors) would
take on vastly increased importance.
To be sure, these kinds of advanced conventional technologies have been vastly oversold
during the 1980s, and their introduction will
probably be uneven, time-consuming, and
expensive. Also, it is possiblethat a substantial
perceivedreduction in the Sovietthreat and the
outcome of conventional arms control agreements could forestall a dramatic change in
today’s theater/tacticalenvironment. Political
factors may drive the tactical battlefield of the
future in the direction of a low-technology,
low-readiness “defensive defense” of the kind
envisioned by the European left.
Second, the European theater may not be the
military-technical focus of U.S.-Soviet com-
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petition thirty years from now. as it has been
over the pasr four decades. To be sure. Europe

aggression in some third world regions,
A1[hough it is impossible to predict with
will undoubtedly remain a vital pol ittcid-strii- confidencehowtheater/tactica]nuclearrequiretegic interestof [he UnitedStates for the indefi- ments [night evolve given this changing milinite furure, but there is no certainty that the tary-technical environment, the following
American contribution 10 European security observations may be useful.
will continue 10 Ix LIdirect and substantial
. For the high-intensity air-land battlefield
military presence on the continent itself. The
ot the early twenty-firs[ century, (u) there
Uni~edSUIICSoriginalityconceived its role in
will be a milt[ary-tcchnlcal requirement
the defense of NATO Europe as consisting of
for
f~’wernumbers and types of tactical
air and sea power. Such a role may again be
nuclear weapons; tind (hJ it may be desirattractive and feasible if there is a subs[ar,tial
10store tactical nuclear weapons outable
reduction of tension on the continent or if the
side the theater iid [hen “insert” them
West Europeansare able to take on a relatively
during
the conflict if necessary. Alterngreater responsibi]it}, fm regional defense.
atively.the Uniled States could use air- and
(Unless Ihere is a considerable resurgence in
sea-launchedcruise
missiles (ALCMSand
the perceived Soviet threat. at least some deSLCMS)based outside the theater for tacgree of U.S. disengagement is likely in any
tical
missions. In an environment domievent for budgetary reasons.)
nated
by advanced information systems
If these trends cominue, the United States
and new destructive concepts, tactical
probably wil) also be reluctant to take on
nuclear
weapons will not be needed as
substantialland-forcecommitmentsin theother
much for [heir virtualeffects (e.g., forcing
regionsnowdeemedvitalto i~ssecurity(Middle
the
dispersion of tanks) or for their immedEast/Southwest Asia, Western Pacific/North.
iate military effects (e.g.. shutting down
east Asia. Caribbean Sea/Central America).
Warsaw Pact main operating air bases).
American military force structure and doctrine
The United States must develop a declaramay focus on maintaining sea and air lines of
tory policy,operationaldoctrine,and force
communications to vital areas of the Eurasian
structurethat
anticipatesthe use of nuclear
littoraland on establishingtacticalair superiorweapons (and other weapons of mass deity to permit the resupply of U.S. allies and the
struction) by hostile regional powers. The
insertion of intervention forces. ht this event,
United States obviously wishes above ail
there would also be an increasing U.S. milito
deter such attacks and will almost certiiry-technica]emphasis on low-in[ensitycon[ainly not adopt a nuclear first-use policy
flict and counter tenorist activities.
of
its own against regional adversaries.
Third, the high-in~ensi[ybattlefield of the
Nevertheless,the United States must think
future may nor be confined to the L’.S.-Soviet
through
how its force structure and operacompetition. A number of regional powers.
tions should be configured for a “nuclearsome friendly with and others hostile to the
scared”
regional theater, as well as its
United States, can be expected to acquire subretaliatory (second-use) requirements if
stantial quantities of advanced weapons and
nuclear
deterrence fails.
the means to deliver them accurately over long
● Tactical nuclear weapons will still unranges. These regional powers can also be
doubted]y play a roleas long as the United
expected to acquire chemical and biological
States contemplateshigh-intensity [heater
weapons capabilities and, in some cases, nucombatagainsta
nuclear-armedopponent.
clear weapons, Thus, the military-technical
Tactical
nuclear
weapons can serve as a
requirememsfor Ihe LTnitedStates to intervene
deterrentagainsttheopponent’sfirst use of
in regionalconflicts, either 10support an allied
nuclear weapons. Also, even in a defense.
state or oppose a hostile power, may be almost
dominant, high-technology convention]
as stressing as those required to oppose Soviet
war against the USSR, the United States

●

●

●

and its allies may well be the first to suffer IV. FUTURE NUCLEAR POLICIES AND
from attrition—andtactical nuclear weap- REQUIREMENTS
on~,.M they do today. offer a way to signal
To assist the Laboratory in understanding
‘“ceaseanddesist”withoutimmediateresort
to a strategic nuclear attack. Finally, ad- how the changing political-strategicand miiivanced conventional weapons. no matter mry-technicalenvironmentsmightaffect longhow destructive. can never duplicate the [em-tnuclear roles and requirements, the FNW
psychological deterrent effects of nuclear Study postulatedthree alternative U.S. nuclear
policy and force structure responses: (a) a
wcapons.
Institutional military views of theater/tac- business-as-usual case, in which the United
tical nuclear weapons could change sig- States would attempt to maintain its current
ni!lcantly over the next thirty years. The “active” role for nuclear weapons: (b) a pasJCS, the CINCS,and the services strongly sive deterrent case, in which the United States
support the principleof nuclear deterrence would reduce over time its present level of
in light of ct’rrent U.S. national strategy reliance on nuclear weapons: and (c) a mixed
and international commitments. but they deterrentcase. in which the United States would
may well not offer significantresistanceto exploit a range of advanced technologies, ina shift to a less prominent role for tactical cluding nuclear weapons, to maintain control
nuclear weapons if U.S. strategy, force over the future strategic environment.
Clearly, the kind of nuclear policy and force
structure,andcommitmentsshouldchange
to take into account a less hostile intern- swucturethat the United States chooses for the
year 2020 will be determined in large part by
ationalenvironment.
In Europe and possibly elsewhere. there the broader choices that must be made about
are likely to be major unilateral and nego- American interests, security policy. and militiatedreductionsinEast-Westconventional tary strategy. The FNW Study concluded that
forces. Although these reductions could the United States would not become truly
improve the military balance from the isolationist.in the senseof abandoningall of its
Western perspective. they may also com- international commitments and making no
plicate the ability of the West to offer a significanteffort to control or influenceevents
coherent defense if the threat should overseas. However,the FNW Siudy also noted
reemerge at a later time. In this case, the that it is impossible to determine the precise
West may be relativelymore dependenton levelof U.S. activityabroad over the nextthirty
nuclear weapons to deter or respond to a years; the relative priority which the United
States might accord to various geographic
Soviet breakout or rapid mobilization.
Even a smaller (in numbers and types) regions; or the respective roles that will be
theater/tactical (Tfl) nuclear weapons assigned to American political,economic, and
stockpile will require modernization. Air- military instruments in U.S. national security
delivered systems, and especially stand- policy.
Although the three deterrent cases described
off weapons,have the best chanceof being
retained and modernized. If the United below are designed to be as insensitive as
States continues to deploy forward land- possible to these larger issues, each case tends
basedsystems,modemizationmaybednven to rest upon different assumptions about the
more by safety and security concerns than future political-military context.
These alternative projections are intended
by new military requirements. On the
other hand, new T/l_’nuclearcapabilities— not to represent definitive predictions but to
for example, low-yield, tailored nuclear serve as a means of thinkingabout the range of
output-rnaybemore interestingiftheUnited future nuclear requirements. Given the thirtyStates pursues a more unilateral national year scope of the study, it would be imprudent
security policy that is less affected by not toconsidercontrary trends and a numberof
reasonable outcomes. The FNW Study did
alliance political constraints.
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reach several general conclusions about the
future of nuclear weapons. including a judgment about which alternative U.S. nuclear policy
is most likely. These assessments are discussed in Section V.

The centerpieceof such a steady-statepolicy
would be an ongoing modernization program
focused on offensive nuclear systems, with
strategic defenses, if any, playing a comple-

mentary role. Based on current requirements,
the most important part of the strategic modernization program would focus on (a) the
A. The Business-as-Usual Case: Maintain- abilityto hold Sovietnuclear forces, especially
ing Active Deterrence througit Flexible mobile ICBMS and Soviet nuclear ballisticResponse
missile submarines (SSBNS), at risk; and (b)
enw-ing the survivabilityof American nuclear
For nearly the past thiny years, the relatively forces against probable Soviet counterforce
stable character of the p~litical-s[rategicenvi- threats. U.S. tactical nuclear forces would be
ronment has led [he Uni[ed States !Oadopt a configure~ to respond to ongoing changes in
fairly constant set of nuclear roles and require- Soviet military doctrine (e.g., increased Soviet
ments. Based on the long-standingsuccess of reliance on C~I,greater rear-area dispersal and
this approach. the United States could attempt echeloning). The United States would be preto maintain the current political-strategic ad- pared to accepttemporarilythe inevitablestratvantages of active nuclear deterrence and the egy-force mismatches that occur as the Soviet
military-technical capabilities required by flex- targetbasechanges,but wouldstriveto close or
ible response. These advantagesand capabili- eliminate those mismatches.
ties include
The maintenanceof active deterrence based
on flexible response assumes that the United
● deterring war, especiallythe use of nuclear
States is willing to devote the same or more
weapons by hostile powers;
resources to modernizing its nuclear systems
● providing essential strategic leverage for
the United States in the peacetime (and and production complex; that other types of
crisis-time) competition with the Soviet weapons (e.g., advanced conventional munitions) do not become tmly competitive with
Union:
nuclear systems for fundamental political and
● supporting politically the U.S. global alliance structure by reassuring allies through military purposes: and that American arms
control policy does not limit the ability of the
a policy of extended deterrence;
United States to modernize its nuclear forces.
● offering a cost-effectiveway for the United
States to deter war and exercise peacetime/ Nuclear testing presumably would continue at
least at current levels in terms of number and
crisis-time influence:
yield.
● providing the United States with an instrument, should deterrence fail. for terminati- The most challenging aspect of maintaining
ng the conflict at the lowest possible level active deterrence would involve rationalizing
of violence and on terms acceptable to the the ambitious military-technicalrequirements
needed to support flexible response, with the
United States and its allies.
political-strategic pressures that will tend in
The long-term viability of active nuclear the opposite direction. For example, holding
detemenceand flexible response depends to a Soviet offensive forces comprehensively at
largeextent on the existenceof an international risk will require expensive technical solutions
environment that does not change in any dra- that are at odds with the projected constraints
matic fashion. In particular, the continuation imposed by public opinion and by other U.S.
of current U.S. nuclearpolicy wouldprohably policy goals (e.g., stability). By the same
depend on the existence of a traditional U.S.- token,effofistomodemizeNATOtheaternuclear
So\*ietcompetition at moderate levels and on forces could come into conflict with emerging
the endurunce of an unti-.b’iet alliance struc- allied national interests (e.g., in a united Gerture (entered on Western Europe (NATO).
many).
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Because the traditional roles of and require- weapons create political-military advantages
ments for nuclear weapons are relatively well in wartime. American policymakers may be
understood,the FNW Study focused primarily further inclined in this direction because of
on the two departures from the business-as- public and elite pressures to accelerate the
denuclearization of American foreign and
usual case, which are described below.
military policy.
A passive deterrent policy would depend on
B. The Passive Deterrent Case
the ability of the United States to find means
other than nuclear weapons to bridge the gap
As an alternative to maintaining traditional betweenitsresourcesand its international interU.S. nuclear force objectives and capabilities, ests and commitments. If the Soviet threat
the United States could choose to reduce the does decrease, the United States would be
politicaland militaryemphasis that it placeson inc!ined to decrease the levelof resources now
nuclear weapons. Such a policy could be committed to the traditional Soviet challenge.
characterized as one of “passive deterrence,” The United States could further reduce ihe
distinguishing it from the “active deterrence” resource-commitment gap through one or a
based on flexible response of the past forty combinationofthefollowingpolicies:(a)reachyears. Of COWS! merican nuclear capabili- ing a political accommodation with the USSR
ties would still continue to distinguish the that lessens pressures in the military arena; (b)
United States from other powers that do not shifting the responsibility and burden for repossess nuclear weapons or that possess less gional defenses to its allies+r abandoning
capable nuclear forces.
certaincommitmentsaltogether;and (c) reducTheshiji toapassivedeterrencepolicy would ing and restructuringits militaryestablishment
be basedon theassumption that the qualitative to deal primarily with less-than-all-outthreats,
change in the So\”ietthreat as well as the while using the prospect of a competition in
devolution of the postwar U.S. alliance struc- advanced military technology to discourage
ture,thegrowingimportanceofregionalstates, and, if necessary, control a renewed strategic
the possible rise of new global powers, the competition with the Soviets.
proliferation of advanced military technoloIn addition, the United States may well regies, and a highly competitive economic envi- gard threats to its security in the year 2020 as
ronmentwill result in novel U.S.security inter- emerging primarily in the economic and politiests and threats that are less amenable to cal arenas rather than from any high-threat
traditionalnuclearpolicies. The UnitedStates military-technical competition. Substantial
would continue to rely on its nuclear weapons requirementswill continueto exist for the U.S.
to deter major hostile actions by other states, military,of course, but these requirementswiIl
particularly to deter nuclear use. The United focus more on the flexibility and mobility
States would accept a gradual decline in the required to meet regional contingencies. than
tdative military-technicalcapabilityofitsnuclear on the more traditional, nuclear-oriented misforces, however, as a means of accommodating sions involving a global conflict or a strong
IJ.S. national security policy to a changing military-technical competition with another
political-strategicenvironment.
major power.
Such a shift in U.S. nuclear policy wou!d
Arms control would likelyplay a critical role
leadto a relativelygreater prioritybeingplaced in U.S. policy under a passivedeterrent policy,
on stability (i.e., preventing the deliberate or as the United States seeks to regulate the quanaccidentaluseof nuclearweapons). The United tity and quality of the nuclear forces of the
States would assign relatively lower priority to major nuclearpowers (includingFrance,Great
maximizing the peacetime and crisis-time Britain, and China). The purpose of such
advantages of nuclear weapons in the U.S.- regulation would be to ensure that no party
Soviet strategic competition and would sub- either possessed or could develop nuclear sysstantially reduce the requirement that nuclear tems that threatened stability. This course

The United States might explicitly or tacitly
could includerestrictionson the number,yield,
and possibly the purpose of nuclear tests, if not adopt a policy cf no-firs[-useof nuclcurweapons. The United States would then seek to
u comprehensive lest ban.
The Scope and Purpose of U.S. Nuclear strengthen the conventional-nuclearfirebreak
Forces. The Uni[ed Sta[es would emphasize and would deploy and operate its conventional
much more strongly the political-strategic
limitations of nuclear weapons in (heemerging

international system ra[her than attempt [o
pursue any important military-technical advantages. In Ihis case. the fundamental.overriding functionof U.S. nuclear wciiponswould
be to deter nuclear use by another power. The
United States would apply the nuclear sufficiency criterion in u somewhat more relaxed
fashion; it would continue to s[ress the [radition of nuclear r,onuseand would more explicitly exclude the first use of nuclear forces
against third parties; and it would take steps to
strengthen the political-military firebreak for
conventional and nuclear weapons.
Under passive deterrence, stability would
become the single most important criterion
determiningthe size. quality,and operationsof
U.S. nuc!ear forces. The United States would
be less interested in preventing deliberate
aggression (becausethe Sovietthreal would be
seen as much less significant) and more concerned with preventinga war that was initiated
because of accident, misperception.or technical/operational pressure. The U.S. nuclear
force strucmre would ideally be configured to
eliminate as many characteristics as possible
that placed use-or-lose pressure on either side,
even at the expense of traditional measures of
nuclear effectiveness (e.g., prompt hard-target
kill).
The United States might no longer base its
military planning on a “global I-1/2 war” or a
“’Soviet invasion of Western Europe” scenario. Instead, planning would be concerned
primarily, although not exclusively, with the
necessity to deal with a variety of non-European regionaland localizedconflictsthatmight
or might not involve the Soviet Union. In this
event, the United States would value flexible
and mobile conventional forces, with nuclear
weapons reserved to deter nuclear, chemical,
and biological use by the Soviets or hostile
powers in that region.

forces on the assumption that nuclear weapons

would not be used. The retidi~tory use of
nuclear weapons would be directed first and
foremostat war terminationand not at creating
decisive military advantage.
It is critical to stress the following point to
avoid any misunderstanding: a passive deterrence policy would not necessarily mean that
[he United States will adopt a minimalist approach to nuclear deterrence (“city busting”)
although that is a possibleoutcome. A passive
nucleardeterrentstrategywould becompatible
with a wide variety of force structures and
operational concepts, with the United States
likely to assign priority to structures/operations that are deemed to be stabilizing.
TechnicalandOperationalRequirements:
Strategic Nuclear Forces. The United States
might no longer seek to hold Soviet strategic
nuclear forces at risk (no counterforce) or. at
best, might maintain only a residualcapability
(slow and Iimited.as opposed to comprehensive and prompt counterforce). Although the
United States might simply adopt a minimum
deterrentpolicyandcountercity targetingstrategy, it is more likelythat the United States will
inherentlyretain some nuclear flexibility
y (for a
few limitedoptions) and some countermilitary
capability (against genera! purpose forces).
A passive deterrent strategy would tend to
favor the nuclear weapons characteristics of
survivability,endurance, safety, security, and
control, while placing less emphasis on such
attributesas militaryeffectivenessand flexibility. I’henumber of U.S. strategic forces could
declinefrom theirpresent(pre-START) levels,
unilaterallyor through negotiated arms agreements, perhaps by as much as three-fourths.
(Suchreductionsare more likelyto occur incrementally than through dramatic steps.) Submarine deployment will represent the most
attractive basing scheme although the United
States will likely hedge with some combination of manned aircraft and cruise missiles.

ForPoliticalandeconomicreasons,theUnited
States will prefer to upgrade rather than modernize its strategic nuclear forces across the
board in the early twenty-first century. Very
few, if any. upgrades/modemization will be
driven by new military requirements. rather
they will be driven primarily by the aging of
systems and. at the margin, by the desire 10
further enhance stability. safety and security.
and control.
Although the ballistic missile/nuclearweapons combination will continue to define the
military-technicalerv Ironmentfor some time,
the United States would be interestedin alleviating the most destabilizing qualities of this
environment. Land-based MIRVed ballistic
missiles would be undesirable. So too would
new technological developments that called
into questionthe retaliatorycapabilityof either
side—iorexample.advancedstrategicdefenses.
rapid retargeting capabilities. and the like. At
theexcxme. the UnitedStates mightpursuethe
implementation of the Reykjavik formula to
the abolition of all ballistic missiles in the
name of advancing stability.
Technicaland OperationalRequirements:
Theater/TacticalNuclear Forces. Thenumber and tyy of theater/tactical nuclear weapons can be expected to decline steadily, as
those systems are generally not modernized
under the passive deterrent concept. The most
likelycandidatesfor thisprocessof attritionare
AFAPs, short-range (Lance-type) ballistic
missiles, and naval tactical weapons. Airdelivered systems, especially stand-off weapons. have the best chance of being retained. In
somecases,advanced,Iong-iangeconventional
weapons systems could be employed for missions that are now thought to require nuclear
weapons+ speciallyagainstfixed,deep interdiction targets. The use of such systems would
beespeciallyappropriateforregionalized,nonEurcqxmnconflicts. Some number of ~.heater/
tactical nuclear weapons would likely be retainedfort.heirresidualdeterrentbenefitsagainst
the SovietUnion or third nuclearpowers; other
weapons might be reserved, in a second-use
situztion. for targets whose quantity or quality
simply do not lend themselves for attack by
advanced conventional systems.

The U.S. choice about which theater/tactical
nuclear weaponsto retain may be significantly
affected by increasing restrictions on deploy-

ment of its nonstrategic nuclear forces aboard
ships or on allied territory. American choices
may be further restricted by the growth of
nuclear-weapon-freezonesthatcover land.sea.
and air and by the preference of allies and third
parties.
C. The Mixed Deterrent Case
A second alternative to [traditionalnuclear
policies would involve a determination by the
United States (a) that it wishes to devise military-technicalmeans to exercise strategic control over the emerging international environment and (b) that nuclear weapons alone no
longer provide such leverage as they have in
the past. l%isca.seis referred toasone of mixed
detemence,becauseitwouldprobablybemarked
by the vigorousexplorationand exploitationof
several kinds of advanced strategic technologies, including offensive nuclear systems. air
and ballistic missile defenses. and advanced
long-range conventional systems.
On political-strategic grounds, the United
States would be most inclined to move in the
direction of a mired deterrent doctrine and
force structure ifit were confrontedbva resurgence of the Soviet threat andlor the emergence of one or more major ne~’hostile military powers. The United States might also
deploy a mixed deterrent force so as to anticipateand forestalla revivalof a full-scaleSoviet
threat: in this event, American policymakers
would attempt to deter a Soviet military breakout by confronting the USSR (or another hostile power) with the prospect of a major qualitative arms competition in which the United
States enjoyed significant advantages. The
military-technical key to a mixed deterrent
strategy would be the developmentof a strategic offensive-defensive posture that could, in
complementary fashion, address the current
andprojecteddeficienciesinU.S.nuclearpolicy/
forces.
The United States would attempt to use its
mixeddeterrentcapability,in additionto deter-

ring war. for such traditional purposes as providing eswnlial, cost-effective strategic leverugc for the Uni~cd States in the peacetime (and
cri<is-time] competition with the Soviet Union: supporting politicallythe U.S. global alliance su-uclure: and providing the United States
with an inslrumtmt. should deterrence fail. for

terminating the conflict at the Iowcst possible
Ievclof violenceand on terms acceptableto the
llnitcd States and its allies.
The itdoption of’a mixed deterren[ policy
assumes that the United States would be prepared to devote equal or hettcr resources to the
militag-technicitlcompetitiontiscomparedwith
cut-remlevels. The United States would also
have m devise means to integrate the mixed
dcturcnt approach into its regional and allimcc \tratcgy. given the probablehesitancyand
opposition of allies to such a policy shift.
(Altcmativcl}. the United States could make
mixed deterrence the centerpiece of it more
unilateral national security policy [hat relied
less on formal alliances.) Finally. American
po]icymakcrs would be required to develop
sufficient political consensus and public supportto makemixeddeterrencea viablereplacenlent for the traditional itctive nuclear deterrencc/flexilde response doctrine.
The implementation of u mixed deterrent
policy and force structure will undoubtedlybe
constrainedby a varicty of politiciiland technicitl t“actors. For insttince.the United States is
likely to desire to continue the arms control
process with the Soviet Union and other powers and to ensure that future force structure
deployments arc stable. Indeed, the shift toward a mixeddetemcmwouldprobablydepend
upon the dc~clopment of an w-inscontrol regime and concepts of stability that could ac~ommodilt~ the deployment of advanced s(rategic systems. including defenses.

The Scope and Purpose of a Mixed Deterrent Force. The United States would attempt
to create a mixed strategic force so as w maximize its strategic military-technicalcapability
through u combination of advanced nuclear
weapons. strategic defenses, and long-range
conventional systems. From this enhanced
military-technicalcapability.the United States

would hope to assert its control or influence
over the political-strategicenvironment. as it
did through deterrent policies based on offensive nuclear weapons after 1945. The mixed
deterrent policy reverses the logic of the passive deterrent case. under which the united
Sta[eswouldaccepta degradationof itsnuclear
military-technical capability in order to accommodate to changes in [he political-strategic environment.
Such a mixed strategic force would not necessarily be superior to that of the Soviet Union
or any combination of hostile powers. The
United States would probably instead seek the
kind of military-technical a.ivantages that it
hasdesired sincetheearly 1%0s: (a)theitbility
to control the peacetime military competition
with the Soviet Union and/or other hostile
powers: (b) the ability to conduct limited and
strategicoperations.withthepurposeofchangingthepolitical-militaryconditionsoftheconflict
and terminatingthe war on terms acceptableto
the United States and its allies: and (c) the
maintenance of a secure reserve force, which
might take on added importance if there is a
hostilemajorpowerotherthantheSovietUnion
that must be taken into account.
Under a mixed detement doctrine. the U.S.
mililary might be required to meet a much
wider range of contingencies than under the
baseline or passive deterrent cases. These
planningcontingenciescould includenot only
the standard ‘“global I- 1/2 war’”and *“Soviet
invasion of Western Euro~” scenarios but
also the possibilityof a war that saw the USSR
itllied with another major nuclear power; a
global U.S.-Soviet (or U.S.-X war) that left a
major power temporarily neutral: wars against
one or more major regionalpowersthatpossess
advanced conventional and nuclear-biological-chemical weapons; and a wide range of
low-intensity conflicts.
[f the United States does decide that it must
cope with such a high-threat environment. a
mixed strategic force would have to be sufficiently cost-effective and flexible so that it
could play a contributory, if not decisive, role
in many of these contingencies. For example.
space-based ballistic missile defenses and
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ground-mobile BMD and air defenses, as well
as long-range conventional systems. might
provide the United Slates with an important
advantageagainstanadvancedregionalpower.
The mixed strategic force should also be suff’t-

hostile strategic defenses if the United States
reduces the targeting requirements for i[s offensive forces and if it is wil!ing and able to
improve its nuclear sy’ste.ns10 penetrate defenses.

ciently numerous and robust so that the United
Stales could employ it in a regional or even

The United States will have numerous options for the basing of its long-range nuclear

limited global war without weakening itself
unduly with respect to an expanded contlict.
The United States would likely prefer under
mixed deterrence to maintain a strong conventional-nuclear firebreak and a tradition of nuclear nonuse. but by emphasizing the nonnuclear aspects of its mixed strategic force (defenses and long-range conventional systems)
rather than through political means such as a
no-first-use declaration.
Technical and OperationalRequirements
for a Mixed Deterrent Force. The United
States might strongly pursue some means of
holding at risk Soviet nuclear forces and those
of other hostile powers. There are two technical-operational ways in whichtheUnitedStates
can seek to continue its high-priority counterforce operations: (a) through radically new
offensive capabilities that are able to operate
effectively against mobile land-based missiles
and C’1, SSBNS at sea. and perhaps bombers
that have just left their bases of operations or
(b) through a defensivesolutionto the counterforce problem—thatis. holding Sovietnuclear
forces at risk after they are launchedby means
of ballistic missile and air defenses.
The size of U.S.offensive nuclear forces will
depend upon the magnitude of the Soviet and
major non-Soviet threats. the extent to which
strategic defenses are present (one. both. or
many sides). and the technical performance of
Iong-rangeconvemionalsystems. The number
of nuclear weapons might decline. although
probably not as far as in the passive deterrence
case. if someof the traditionalnuclearmissions
areassumedbydifferentmixedstrategicforces.
Forexample.strategicdefensescould betasked
to hold Soviet offensive forces at risk while
long-range conventional systems are used for
low-level strategic options and for targeting
some general purpose force assets. The number of U.S. nuclear weapons might not be
driven sharply upward even in the face of

and conventional systems if ballistic missile
and air defenses are also part of a mixed force
triad. The United States would probably be

more inclined to preserve strong land-based
missile forces if defenses weredeployed. using
a fixed shelter or soft-mobile basing scheme.
By the same token, the presence of hostile
strategic defenses would incline the United
States to preserve as wide a range of offensive
systemsaspossible(bothballisticandairbreathing) and to pursue innovative technologies
such as hypersonic boost-glide vehicles. Seabased systems would play an important role
whether defenses were present or not although
they would probably be the most survivable
part of the triad if the U.S. does noi actively
defend its offensive forces.
The developmentof mixed strategicforces in
the context of an active deter-rempolicy indicates that substantial modernization of U.S.
nuclear forces must be considered, although
such modernization would probably occur in
an incremental rather than a comprehensive
fashion. This nuclear modernization~ould be
drivenbyneworaheredrequirementsformilitary
effectivenessand flexibilityand by theneed for
delivery systems that can penetrate hostile
strategic defenses. The offensive nuclear
modernization program would be less concerned by the need for stand-alone survivability and endurance. assuming that the United
States deploys defensive systems in part to
protect offensive forces.
Because it would still be faced with relative
or absoluteresourceconstraintseven under the
active deterrence case. the United States will
have considerable incentive to find the most
cost-effective and militarily effective combination of offensive nuclear, defensive, and
Iong-rangeconventional
capabilities.TheUnited
States would clearly be interested in developing technologies that are common to at least
two kinds of mixed strategic forces and. in-

I’irst,the #’NWStudyconcludedthutthere
deed, thii[ m common [0 U.S. milittiry reNS ii \\’hol~. ‘rhcst
search ii[~(t dCVC!OpIIKIIt
are maximum and minimum bounds that
might include s~nsorsi~()[ll!lli~.nl!NM!control” we cm fairly confidently place on the rotes
\ySIC[lls, cwmposile Illil[Criill\,
illld V ;trious
tind requirements of nuclear weapons over
(Iireclcd-cnurgy cwrkxpls.
the next thirty years. Nu(lcur weapons will
Technical and operational Requirements not disuppcur: thcrt wi11be no c(mlplelcpolitint, no formafor’1’heaterfl’actical
Weaponsundera Mixed cill solution (i.e., 110Lli\ilrlllillllL!
Deterrent Policy. “rhcUnited Stittmw(wld h’ tion ()!”world govcmnwnt ), ilnd [herewill be no
inclined [4)retain nonstrategic (tticticid) nu- complute technical soju[ion (is., no perfect
clear Wtilpoll!i forspccid purposes,hut itwould defenses, no invention thut transcends nucle ..
weapons). By [he sitmc[oken, with respect to
hiiv~ [O weigh
tht p)l itk$iil iind ml] itary i.dviirttii~~s Of such W~iipt)ns+winst [hose of ild- possiblenewrolesand rcquircmcnts,the United
l’imucd conventional s~fstems. N~nstriit~gk
Sttiteswill not come to rcgurd nuuletirsystems
nuclear systems will h’ relatively more impor- as “just imolher weapon.” In other words,
tant it the United States is thccd wi[h u ‘“Soviet there will be no return to a politicalor militwy
plus X’”[hr~ii[. it there is a continuing Soviet doctrine of massive retaliation. We further
high-lckcl thrcut iiguinstWestern Europe [ha[ iIssumc that there will not Se a mujor nuclear
cannot be met with long-riinge conventional wur, Athough the possibility of nuclear usc at
systems alone, if the o!(cnse continues to some point ctinnot be excluded, especially by
domirmte the defense at the battlefield Icvcl. ntitions in whut htis been called the Third
and ifthc UnitedStatesrequiresa hedgeilgiiinst World.
driimatic improvements in hostile militury
This left the FNW Study with the judgment
capability across the board. The United Sines that over the next thirty yetirsthe United States
might be inclined cspecitilly to usc nuclear wilj maintain u nucletirstockpile that is quanweapons to hedge iigititlst dramatic enemy titatively and quiditatively “sufficient”’—not
improvwncnts in advwwcd-technologyweap- just in terms of the U.S.-Soviet competition,
ons—whutthe Sovietsrefer to as the new revo- but in the context of an increasingly mullution in militwy affairs (e.g., tactical and tipower world in which a number of nations,
theater air defenses. battlefield sensor/C ’1, friendly and hostile, possess nucleur systems
tactical directed energy).
and other weapons of mass destruction.
our second conclmion is that within this
The United States can still expect to have
di!liculty basing its nonstrategicnuclearweap- basic context there Ka high probability that
ons ovcrsem and abotird ships, even under the United States will shift its view of determixeddctcrmnce, for politicidrather than tcch- renceover the nextthirty years towarda less
nicid retisons. This suggests that, in a high- active approach to nuclearweapons. or what
threat environment, the United Stutcs may wc refer to tibovcas the passive deterrent case.
prefer to design long-range strutcgic nuclear There are cspccialjy strong politicid-strategic
(and conventional) forces that can be used Ior trends that suggest this shift. most notabjy the
““tactical”purposes. The rcmaining nonstrtite- evolution of the international system, presgic nuclear forces mighlbe bawl in the United sures for chimge in the U.S. alliances. a quidiStates (mpccially for air-delivered systenls) or tativelydifferentSovietregime.increasedinteron naval plutfonns that do not require overseas national interest in ensuring slability, and the
scrvicing.
jimits of public support for active deterrence.
Pi.tssivcdctcrrcnce would be marked by an
Amcricimdecisionto accommodateto iichangv. CONCLUSIONS
ing politicid-strtitcgicenvironment in which
the perceived Soviet mili[ary threat declined
The FNW Study rcuched four conclusions murkedly. In this event, the United States
abouthownuclcw role>w-drequirementsmight woukl have the option of decmphasizing the
chimgc (wcr the long term.
militwy-technicalcompetitioninnuclearweiIp-

.3.3

ens, imciquite possibly [he mili[itry-technicill
competition ucrossIhe boitd, This shift would
thus lead u) Ihc mxcntutition o! some nucltmr
roles imd rcquircmtm[sprimurily t!cidingwith
s[ubilitytindstifcty,while reducing ~jrphtising
out others.
Under iI passive deterrent policy, the Unitcti
Stti[cswould he more inclincd to s(rcss the role
of nucleur wetipons in deterring war bclwccn
major states, and cspccitilly deterring Ihcuscor
threatened usc of w~~itpons
of mussdestruction.
The United St:ltcs would be Icss inclined to
place nuclctir weapons iIt the center of its
overall national sccuri[y policy and military
strategy—that is, the United S[uteswould rely
less on nuclear weaponsto providethedecisive
increment of political-strategic imd militiwytechnicid leverage over its principal global
rival(s). In the passive deterrence case, the
United States would tither abandon or greatly
qualify its policy of extended nuclear deterrence. Nuclear weapons, it should be stressed,
would continur to play an important role in
U.S. national security policy. One of the most
important roles would be as a hedge against
sudden, adverse shifts in the political or military balance.
The weakness of the passive deterrent approach is [hat it cedes the strategic militarytechnical initiative to other powers and that it
potentially lessens the American ability to
influence local events on the Eurasian continent. Ifapassivedetcrrencepolicywereadopted
in the absence of a clearly reduced Soviet
threat, the ou[come could be disastrous—and
yet, for some years, the United States is likely
to be uncertain about the long-term nature of
that threat. A shift to passive deterrence would
therefore rest on relatively optimistic assumptions about the evolution of the international
environment and on relatively pessimistic
assumptions about the ability of strategic military technology to support American interests
in that environment.
Third, we conclude that the trends pointing
in the direction of a more passive deterrent
policy cannot be considered definitive. The
United States has the option to attempt (a) to
maintain its current doctrine of flexible
response or (b) to exploit new weapons tech-

nologiesand new opwwtiortitlconcepts. ‘I”hc
t“(mncropti(v-[hc hl]sillc~s-~is-llsu:ll
~ils~—
Wl)uld cntuii il \tL!illl)’ Il]txkrni/ill i(m of l)! ”l”i!l)sive nuchmr forces, wi[h \tr;llcgic dcfcnws, it
tiny, pltiying a subsidiary role, “I”IICIilttCr
option” would involve [he cxploitiition” 01”slrtiIcgic defenses illld Iorlg-rwlgc c(mventi(mtd
\y\tem\, tis WC1I its idviln~~d flu~l~iir t~~hnol~gi~~.in whtitwc term the mixed dc[crrcnt~aseo
The business-tis-uwd CMChits the tidvun[tigeo; cornfort—the United Sttites, its idlics,
and th~ %vie[ Unionhtivcbecomequite t“amilitirwith the political, milittiry,i.mdtechnoh)gicid issuesassociutcdwithtictivcdctcrrtmccand
flexible response over [he pi’stthree dccadcs.
Anysignificvmtdcpw-turcfrom[hiswell-known
ground is bound to cause u good deid of discomfort and ckishcs of national and alliance
interests. However. the possible alterations in
[he politictil-strutcgic and military-technical
environments described ubove suggest that,
over the long (crm, ii will be more painful to
maintain the nuclear status quo than to change
it.
The mixed deterrent case does represent a
significantchange from the nuclear status quo.
The major weakness of mixed deterrence is its
uncertain effect on international and strategic
stability. An efforl by the United States to
ensure Iciidcrship in the military-technical
competition cannot lead with assurance to any
significant Iong-term advantage over the Soviet Union, and it might hamper or prevent
cffons to moderate Soviet political behavior.
The American political and technological
dynamism associated with a mixed deterrence
policy might also complicate U.S. cffotm to
restructure its idliiinccsystcm by ciiusing frictionwiththeincreasinglyassertiveallies. These
drawbacks to the mixed deterrent approach
suggest that it would most likely be adopted as
a response to a clearly increasedthreat over the
long term, and that it will not be applied in a
near-term effort to control the evolving international environment.
Finally, despite the probability that any
major shift in U.S. nuclear policy would be
evolutionary rather than revolutionary in
character, it is impossible to rule out the
possibility that significant discontinuities
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might occurover the near and intermediate
terms. The case for an evolutionary development in nuclear roles and rcquircmcnlsrests on
inertia-principally caused by the facts that [he
institutions and hardware that currently chitracterize the United States nuclear force structure will remain intact for some time and that
the Soviet Union will remain itmajor politicitlmilitary threat for the foreseeable future,
Nevertheless, there are circumstances that
mightcause a more rapid and radicalshift in the
American and allied view of nuclear weapons.
Over the past few years. and especially since
the accession of Gorbachev to power in the
Soviet Union, we have witnessed a series of
unexpected political events ;hat portend to
many the end of the U.S.-Soviet conflict and a
fundamental change in the European political
order. Whether or not such portents are real-

ized, we can no longer assume that inertia will
continue to dominate events over the next
decade—us it has since the first decade of the

Cold War, Long-range pktnningshould therefore take into account the possibilityof serious
discontinuities~ domestic and international
politics that might be caused by events such as

a serious nuclear accident or use by a third
party, the collapse or dramatic resurgence of
the Sovietstate, or a fundamentalchange in the
political climate of key American allies,
We conclude with a cautionary note over the
possibilitythat,ifpresenttmndscontinue,nuclear
weaponsmightbecomeexcessivelydiscounted
in the political arena over the short and intermediate terms, well in advance of any corresponding decline in their .strategicor military
value.
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